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Indium tin oxide is a transparent conductive material that is widely used in electronic 
consumer products such as LCDs, LEDs, OLEDs, touch-screen devices, and diagnostic sensors. 
However, indium tin oxide is costly to produce and is very brittle, limiting its potential for the 
next generation of flexible and wearable devices and diagnostic tools. Silver nanowires are 
cylindrically shaped nanostructures that have been touted as the replacement to indium tin oxide. 
Their electronic performance and transparency outperforms the incumbent technology, and their 
mechanical flexibility and low implementation costs provide a significant advantage over indium 
tin oxide for use in electronic applications. However, silver nanowires are unstable and the 
electrodes can become non-conductive under ambient conditions in less than sixty days. 
Although silver nanowire degradation is a major problem, few studies exist revealing the 
challenges with appropriate solutions for enhancing the silver nanowire lifetimes. Through this 
present work, we found that variables such as nanowire diameter, nanowire density, and pre- and 
post-deposition processing parameters have a significant impact on the lifetime of nanowire 
electrodes. These results will be presented and guidelines for improving nanowire stability and 
lifetime will be outlined.  
Furthermore, investigations into an effective conductive organic passivation layer were 
systematically performed to determine the material’s viability as a method of passivating 
corrosion in the silver nanowire electrodes. It was observed that the organic passivation material 
was ineffective as a method of preventing corrosion in silver nanowires. In fact, the use of this 
organic material appears to have caused corrosion to occur at a faster rate than a bare silver 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
1.1.Transparent Conductive Electrodes 
What do the Apple iPhone, Amazon Kindle, Samsung Liquid Crystal Displays (LCDs), 
Sony Organic Light Emitting Diodes (OLEDs), Nintendo Dual Screens, and Nanosolar solar 
cells have in common? Each of these disparate devices uses a material that is transparent to 
visible light and yet electrically conductive as an essential element in the device stack. These so 
called transparent electrodes are used when a situation calls for low resistance electrical contacts 
that do not block visible light from entering or leaving the device. Figure 1-2 shows a typical 
schematic of an LED or OLED with a transparent electrode in its architecture. 
Over the last decade there has been a persistent increase in devices, which require one, or 
more transparent conducting layers, and that trend is forecast to continue for the foreseeable 
future. Currently, LCDs are by far the largest users of transparent conductive materials, but many 
other devices are showing rapid growth in popularity such as touch panels (362 million units in 
2010 with annual growth of 20% through 2013), E-paper (30 fold growth expected from 2008 to 
2014), thin film solar (expected sales of over $13 billion by 2017), and flexible displays [1]. As 
such, it is forecasted that the transparent electrode market will grow to approximately $5.1 
billion by 2020, from $1.9 billion in 2012. In the display segment, flexible displays are expected 










Figure 1-2: Schematic of a typical optoelectronic device structure that uses a transparent electrode material.  
  
 
1.2.Common Transparent Conducting Materials 
The majority of scientific studies and market-available technologies rely on vacuum 
processes and transparent conductive oxides (TCOs) such as indium tin oxide (ITO), fluorine 
doped tin oxide (FTO) or aluminium-doped zinc oxide (AZO) thin films. These semiconductor 
TCOs are transparent to visible light due to the energies of their band gaps being higher than the 
energies of photons in the visible range. The transparency of TCOs is controllable due to the ease 
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of variance in film thickness (thicker films result in a more conductive oxide, but a film of lower 
transparency) [3]. ITO in particular is widely used as a transparent electrode material because of 
its high conductivity and controllable properties via its deposition method [4] [5]. ITO has been 
the backbone of the transparent conducting film market, as most modern display technologies 
use ITO as a transparent conductor.  
Coming generations of optoelectronic devices will require transparent conducting 
electrodes (TCEs) to be lightweight, mechanically flexible, compatible with large scale 
processing (such as reel-to-reel), and inexpensive. These new requirements significantly limit the 
use of TCOs as a conducting medium. This is firstly because they suffer from high fabrication 
costs due to the need for high vacuum and high temperatures during their deposition, which is 
usually done by sputtering. Secondly, TCOs are brittle and their conductivity significantly and 
irreversibly reduces upon mechanical bending [6] [4]. Although researchers have developed a 
process to evaporate and laminate ITO films onto flexible polyethylene terephthalate (PET) 
substrates [11], they still crack when flexed to a large degree and additional costs and processing 
are incurred. Thirdly, indium is a rare and expensive element that is obtained as a by-product of 
ores mined for their content of other metals such as zinc and lead. There are no “indium mines” 
because its concentration in minerals is too low to allow economic extraction only for the value 
of the indium. Thus the supply of indium cannot be increased significantly without a large 
increase in price sufficient to make “indium mines” profitable [7]. The high cost of ITO 
deposition, indium scarcity, and film brittleness are prompting the search for replacement 




1.3.Alternative Transparent Conducting Materials 
Numerous alternative transparent electrode materials such as networks of carbon 
nanotubes (CNTs) [8] [9] [10], metal gratings [11], graphene [12] [13] [14], conducting 
polymers [4], and metallic nanowire networks [15] are under consideration to be replacements of 
ITO films in the next generation of electronic devices. A comparison of alternative transparent 




Figure 1-3: Comparison between proposed transparent conductive materials including benefits and challenges to each 
listed material [16] 
 
1.3.1. Carbon Nanotubes 
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have very high electrical conductivity, transparency, 
flexibility, and a high Young’s modulus [17].  These properties make CNTs attractive as a 
possible replacement to ITO. Transparent electrodes can be fabricated by depositing a film or 
mesh of CNTs, typically using solution deposition processes such as spin coating, drop casting, 
or Mayer rod coating [18]. If the density of CNTs is high enough, current can flow from one end 
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of the film to the other through the connected network of tubes. The films are transparent is 
achieved by the CNTs because CNTs do not reflect light, but they do not absorb a significant 
amount of it either [19], allowing light transmission through the remaining 90-95% of the 
substrate. 
There are, however, barriers that CNT researchers must address in order to allow for 
successful adoption of the technology. Firstly, although the conductivity of an individual CNT is 
very high, there is high junction resistance between overlapping CNTs that causes the sheet 
resistance of the overall network to be high. Secondly, the synthesis of CNTs results in both 
metallic and semiconducting tubes. The latter do not contribute much to conduction but lower 
the films’ transparency. These two factors result in the conductivity being too low at a given 
transparency for the majority of applications requiring transparent electrodes.  
1.3.2. Conductive Polymers 
Conductive polymers can be used to fabricate alternative transparent conducting 
materials to ITO. Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) is often combined with 
poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) in order to enable aqueous solubility and thus allow 
solution processing of the layer [20]. Conductivity across the polymer is achieved via PEDOT 
rich chains forming in the layer. The use of a polymeric material as a transparent electrode gives 
the advantage of flexibility and solution processing techniques that are not currently available 
with ITO electrodes. Conductive polymers have high resistance values at a given transparency 
however and cannot compete with ITO on these specifications. Other challenges include their 





Graphene, a two dimensional single-atom-thick carbon lattice, has been regarded as an 
ideal candidate material to substitute for ITO for the preparation of transparent electrodes as it 
possesses an especially high electron mobility (>15000 cm^2 Vs^-1) and high optical 
transmittance (~97.7% for single-layer graphene), in addition to superior mechanical strength, 
outstanding chemical stability, and high thermal conductivity (~5.0x10^3 W/mK) [22].  
Although graphene is widely researched, there are many challenges it must overcome. 
Although the chemical vapour deposition of layers of graphene leads to low sheet resistances at a 
given conductivity, the manufacturing cost is not competitive with ITO. A much less expensive 
conductive film can instead be formed from graphene flakes, but there is a high contact 
resistance between overlapping flakes leading to a high sheet resistance across the electrode [23]. 
Although graphene transparent electrodes have promise, they have so far been unsuccessful as an 
ITO replacement. 
1.3.4. Fine Metal Mesh Electrodes 
Silver, copper, and gold are among the most conductive elements on the periodic table. 
However, metals do not possess light transparency like ITO, graphene, or CNT networks and are 
in fact often used as reflective anodes in LEDs, OLEDs and display devices. The advent of 
lithography-processed fine metal mesh grids of these conductive metals does allow for metals to 
be used as transparent electrode materials [24, 25, 26]. Fine metal mesh grids are periodic grid 
structures consisting of wires with diameters less than 100 nm, and periods around 500 nm 
(Figure 1-4). They allow for easy electron flow between each column and row, while allowing 
light to pass in the space between the wires. Electrodes fabricated using these methods have 
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sheet resistances of 6.5 Ω/□ at a transparency of 91%, which is an improvement in both 
conductivity and transparency over CNTs, graphene, conductive polymers, and ITO [26]. 
 
 
Figure 1-4: (a) Schematic diagram of selective laser sintering of silver nanoparticles for the fabrication of a 
transparent conductor. (b) Transmission electron microscopy image of synthesized silver nanoparticle ink 
(inset: optical photograph of ink). (c) Photograph of a transparent conductor on a glass substrate (metallic 
grid in the red-boxed region). (d) Optical stereoscope image of square-metallic grids at different grid sizes 
(200 to 500 µm, increment 100 µm) [25].  
 
Although low sheet resistances and high transparency are achievable metrics with fine 
metal mesh electrodes, the amount of processing required to lithographically produce these 
metallic grids with mesh thicknesses of 45-100 nm is significant [26]. Furthermore, the use of 
thermal evaporation techniques adds to the fabrication cost of the electrode. These heavy 





1.4.Silver Nanowire Networks 
Recent interest in silver nanowires (AgNWs) has proliferated due to their ability to 
replace incumbent transparent conductive oxides such as indium tin oxide (ITO) in electronic 
devices. AgNWs have been materials of interest specifically for the replacement of ITO films 
since Xia et al first demonstrated their easy and inexpensive synthesis via the polyol method 
[27]. AgNWs are synthesized in solution and then can be deposited as films onto substrates such 
as glass or plastic via slot die coating, spin coating, Mayer rod coating, or drop casting [27]. 
After their deposition using a variety of methods, a random mesh of AgNWs is formed on the 
substrate surface, from which current can flow because of the overlapping AgNWs.  
Silver nanowire networks are transparent because of the minimal surface coverage that 
the AgNWs take on the substrate. The surface coverage of the AgNWs on the surface of the 
substrate can be anywhere between 5-15% (Figure 1-5). Although the AgNWs will reflect and 
refract light [28], between 85-95% of all light will transmit through the substrate. 
 
Figure 1-5: Silver nanowire network on a silicon substrate.  
 
Silver nanowire films are usually considered to be a better replacement to ITO than CNTs 
because of their higher conductivity. This is because unlike batches of CNTs where there is 
generally a mix of metallic and semiconducting tubes, all silver nanowires are metallic. Also, 
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overlapping CNTs suffer from high junction resistances, while AgNWs can have junctions 
welded or sintered together which greatly reduces junction resistance [6]. AgNWs are preferred 
to materials such as graphene and fine metal meshes as well because of the low cost of synthesis 
and deposition as compared to CVD-deposited graphene and metal mesh electrodes. When 
correlating transparency to sheet resistance, AgNW films outperform all of these other materials 
(Figure 1-6) [6]. Based on both cost and performance analyses performed by Emmott et al and 
Lee et al., AgNW based transparent electrodes appear to be the most suitable alternative to TCO 
films [29] [30].  
 
Figure 1-6: Comparison between transparent electrode performance and optical transmittance at 550 nm of 
transparent conducting materials. [31]. 
 
 AgNW-based electrodes are already being used in commercial touchscreen devices [19], 
and have also been shown to be candidates for solar applications [32] [33] [34] [35], transparent 
heaters [36], OLED displays [37] [38] [39], touch panels [40], smart windows [41], and sensors 
[42] [43] [44]. Furthermore, AgNW networks have recently been demonstrated for other 
applications that are discussed in the following subsection. 
1.4.1. Applications of Silver Nanowires 
Although transparent conductive electrodes have been listed as the main application of 
AgNWs, there are many different published works that use AgNWs as the active component in a 
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variety of other applications, such as biocompatible devices, transparent inks, and transparent 
heaters. 
In recent decades, biocompatible polymers have become wide-spread materials in 
medicinal technology. However, it was found that there is a risk associated with their 
application; their long-term use often leads to bacterial colonisation, biofilm formation and 
development of hospital-acquired infections. Researchers have realized the use of AgNWs as 
antimicrobial materials, as they have significant antimicrobial properties and have the ability to 
break cell walls [45]. For this reason, AgNWs have been explored as a disinfectant surface 
material for a variety of applications [46] [47]. Furthermore, AgNW materials have been used as 
flexible antennas in biocompatible devices [48] [49]. 
AgNWs have been envisioned as transparent inks for smart clothing and textiles. The 
ability to change the colour of a garment [50], act as a transparent heater for textiles and clothing 
[51], or use an active bio-monitor to measure athletic performance has been an area of heavy 
research for AgNW based fabrics [52] [53].  AgNWs have also been used as the active 
component in electrochromic devices, [54] [55] [56] and have been explored for use as 
transparent heaters for applications such as aerospace and clothing [57] [58] 
Therefore, although this thesis assumes transparent electrodes as the application for 
AgNW films, the results of this thesis will be useful for many other applications as AgNW 
degradation will affect most or all of the applications mentioned above. 
 
1.4.2. Synthesis of Silver Nanowires  
Batch synthesis of AgNWs was first reported by Xia et al in 2002 via the polyol method 
in which ethylene glycol is used to reduce the metal precursor (usually silver nitrate) in the 
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presence of a nucleating agent and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) [27]. Silver nanowires 
synthesized via polyol method have been used to create transparent electrodes with 
transparencies over 90% and sheet resistances below 10 Ω/□.  
Silver nanowires synthesized via the polyol process follows the schematic listed in Figure 
1-7 [59]. Silver nitrate is reduced by ethylene glycol in the presence of the polymer poly (vinyl 
pyrrolidone) (PVP). Silver or platinum seed particles of a few nanometers are commonly used, 
but formation of Ag seeds from the reduction of silver nitrate (AgNO3) into Ag
+
 in ethylene 
glycol is becoming a more preferred method. In a typical synthesis process (according to Coskun 
et al) [60], the reduction of silver nitrate into silver ions is achieved when AgNO3 dissolves into 
ethylene glycol with PVP and sodium chloride (NaCl).  Silver nanoparticles form quickly, with 
silver nanowires growing after the reaction proceeds further. The incorporation of PVP into the 
mixture aids in anisotropic growth in the {110} direction [60] [61]. The growth mechanism of 
AgNWs is illustrated in Figure 1-7 [59].  
 
 
Figure 1-7: Illustration of the mechanism proposed to account for the growth of AgNWs through the polyol 
process. (a) Evolution of a multiply-twinned nanoparticle of silver to a silver nanowire. (b) The diffusion of 





1.4.3. Silver Nanowire Degradation 
Although AgNWs appear to be the next miracle material, poised to displace ITO in the 
transparent electrode market, the material still has drawbacks associated with its use. For 
example, AgNWs suffer from challenges associated with surface roughness (addressed via hot-
rolling by Khaligh et al) [62], and their electrical instability if electrical currents are sustained 
over long times [63].  Many of these issues have or can be solved, but the largest obstacle to the 
use of AgNWs as transparent electrodes remains related to the longevity of the material [68 - 
72]. Because AgNWs are thinner than 100 nm, as well as have very high surface area to volume 
ratios due to their shape and small diameter, instability and corrosion are severe problems. 
AgNWs have been known to become discontinuous when left in atmospheric conditions for less 
than 6 months [64], which leads to electrode failure.  Atmospheric corrosion of bulk and thin-
films of silver is a relatively known subject, but far less is known about the stability and 
degradation of silver nanowires. The few studies on this latter topic focus on the environmental 
conditions nanowires are exposed to. Humidity [65], elevated temperatures [66], light exposure 
[22], and high electrical currents [63] are all known to accelerate AgNW degradation. However, 
these factors alone cannot explain why silver nanowires and nanowire electrodes prepared by 
different groups have vastly different lifetimes. Silver nanowires prepared by Mayousse et al. 
[67] are reported to be stable when stored in ambient atmosphere for up to two and a half years, 
while AgNWs prepared by Elechiguerra et al. [64] and Jiu et al. [68] degrade to the point of non-
continuity in as little as 30 days under similar conditions. In the context of transparent electrodes, 
Mayousse’s samples showed a minimal sheet resistance increase in 2.5 years, while the 
electrodes prepared in two other studies, one by Jiu and the other by Vaagensmith [27], were 
non-conductive via open circuit in less than 6 months.  Moon also discussed nanowire corrosion 
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in some detail, finding that the resistance of electrodes increased approximately 250% over a 
time period of 2 months [69]. In all these works, the AgNWs were similarly synthesized using 
the polyol method and it is unclear why their rates of degradation differed. It is important to 
determine what factors affect silver nanowire degradation so lifetimes can be increased. Others 
have studied environmental factors, but not the composition of the NW film itself or the 
procedures used to process the NW films into electrodes. 
1.6. Corrosion of Bulk Silver 
The corrosion of silver nanowires specifically has not been studied in detail, but it is 
helpful to review what is known about the corrosion of bulk silver. Unlike other metals, silver 
does not naturally forms a surface oxide. Exposure to reduced sulfur compounds produces a film 
of silver sulfide (Ag2S). Long exposures produce small amounts of a second component, which 
may be either silver oxide (Ag2O) or silver sulfate (Ag2SO4). In contrast to its reactivity with 
reduced sulfur compounds, the sulfidation of silver by sulfur dioxide (SO2) is very slow. The 
most abundant sulfur compound present in atmospheric concentrations is carbonyl sulfide 
(OCS), with the next most abundant gas being SO2. H2S and any other flowers of sulfur are 
rarely present in the atmosphere [70]. Franey et al. exposed bulk silver coupons to H2S, OCS, 
CS2 and SO2 gases to observe kinetic data on their corrosive properties over a varied time span. 
As such, the time required to form a 5 nm film thickness of Ag2S film on these bulk coupons is 
listed in Table 1-1. 










Time to form 5 nm film (days) 
Near source Background Near source Background 
H2S 10
2
 5 0.03 1 140 
OCS 10
3 
0.5 0.5 80 80 
CS2 >10
7 
0.3 0.03 > 7 × 106 > 7 × 107 




Below are the film thicknesses of studied gases at a range of different temperatures. The 
plots show the dependence of sulfur absorption on the silver surface as a function of temperature. 
 
Figure 1-8: Growth rates of Ag2S when exposed to various ambient sulfur-containing gases. (a) The thickness 
of Ag2S corrosion film as a function of total exposure to H2S, OCS, SO2 and CS2. (b) Ag2S film thicknesses at 
total exposures of 100 ppm h-1 H2S or OCS, as a function of temperature [70].  
 
 During this investigation, Franey concluded that SO2 and CS2, despite being highly 
prevalent in the atmosphere (in comparison to H2S and OCS), have very little-to-no effect on 
corroding bulk silver ingots. Atmospheric gases directly contributing to corrosion of the silver 
surfaces listed were H2S and OCS, as dictated by Figure 1-8. Franey also concluded that 
conditions such as humidity and temperature have a significant effect on corrosion rates, as 
higher humidity and higher temperature result in faster formations of Ag2S [70]. Graedel also 
reported on the increased rate of corrosion on silver in humid environments. 
 The growth of tarnish on silver films has been further identified to be exclusively growths 
of Ag2S [71]. Bennett et al reported Ag2S tarnish growth site densities of about 4 × 1011cm−2, 




relative chemical activities of various planes, facets, and steps on thermally etched 
polycrystalline silver films that had been artificially tarnished in a sulfur-rich atmosphere, they 
noted two different silver morphologies. On atomically smooth planes, the least active were the 
{111} planes on which they observed small, slow growing, irregularly shaped, randomly spaced 
clumps of silver sulfide. However, on the more chemically active surfaces, those with high 
indices, slip surfaces, or complex facets, they observed large, fast-growing, angular patches of 
silver sulfide with a site density of about 3 × 109cm−2, two orders-of-magnitude less than for 
the chemically inactive surfaces. They attributed the differences in chemical activity of the 
various surfaces to differences in the silver-silver binding energies. Silver atoms in the close-
packed {111} planes are tightly bound, and therefore are least likely to escape their positions in 
the lattice and react with the sulfur [71].  
Silver plating is widely used on contacts and other conductive parts in electrical 
apparatus such as switchgear and motor control centers because of the superior conductivity and 
longevity. The silver is found on the bus, in the circuit breaker, in protective relays, auxiliary 
relays, control switches, and test switches. The decomposition of the contact surfaces leads to an 
increase of the contact resistance and consequently to a rise in temperature, and eventually to the 
failure of the component [72]. The growth of Ag2S on Ag components in electronic circuits can 
alter the conductivity of silver due to the semiconducting nature of Ag2S, and can even lead to 
short circuiting due to bridging of the Ag2S between silver contact pads [73]. Silver corrosion 
results in a high resistance, which produces more heat, which in turn stimulates the further 
tarnishing and the growth of Ag2S. This process continues and leads to the failure due to 
overheating or short circuit [73]. 
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1.7. Silver Nanowire Corrosion and Passivation Strategies 
 There exists a few works stating that AgNWs readily corrode in ambient conditions, and 
somewhat explain what occurs after a short period of atmospheric exposure [64] [74].   
Elechiguerra stated in his work that a thin shell of Ag2S could be observed on the surface of the 
AgNWs analyzed. This was confirmed in his report using EDS and Surface Enhanced Raman 
Spectroscopy (SERS) [64]. Vaagensmith and Mayousse also briefly discussed this, but this was 
stated after exposure to conditions with relatively high humidity and temperature (as well as 
exposure to light) [70] [74]. Light exposure has been briefly addressed as a factor that affects 
corrosion rate, but once again, there is little-to-no explanation as to the mechanisms behind the 
corrosion of AgNW electrodes [65] [64]. The general consensus amongst the scientific 
community appears to be the acceptance that AgNWs corrode based on formation of Ag2S on 
their surface. There are papers that address the environmental factors that affect AgNW 
corrosion, but there are no reported works that address how the physical properties of AgNW 
electrodes, or typical processes that are used to fabricate AgNW electrodes, affect corrosion 
rates.  
There have been some attempts at mitigating corrosion in AgNW networks using a 
variety of materials. Materials such as thermally evaporated Ni [75], TiO2 [76], ZnO [77], 
graphene [78, 79], and CNTs [80] have been demonstrated as potential passivation layers for 
AgNW electrodes. Each of these materials shows that some resistance to corrosion can be 
achieved, but there are still increases in sheet resistance over an extended period in all of these 
reported works. Furthermore, thermally evaporated core-shell structures and CVD core-shell 
structures (such as an Ag/Ni shell structure [75], and CNTs grown along the outside of the 
AgNW [80]) require time-consuming processing methods. Also, all of the materials researched 
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as passivation layers had a detrimental effect on either the transparency (nickel, graphene, 
CNTs), or sheet resistance (TiO2 and ZnO). Therefore, these materials are only partial solutions 
to the overarching problem of AgNW corrosion. There still remains the open issue of finding a 
passivation layer for AgNWs that does not affect the transparency or sheet resistance while 
acting as a complete barrier to corrosion. If a barrier exists for AgNWs that is 100% effective in 
preventing corrosion, does not have any detrimental effect on sheet resistance or transparency of 
the electrode, and still allows for integration with various devices (such as OLEDs, LEDs, or 
solar cells), only then would AgNWs be considered an effective replacement to ITO.  
1.8. Thesis Organization 
It is important to determine why and how the nanowire film itself affects lifetime to be 
able to improve passivation technologies to improve longevity. In this work, it is studied for the 
first time, how the electrode composition and common processing parameters used to fabricate 
AgNW electrodes affect nanowire stability and electrode lifetimes. Chapter 2 details the 
fabrication methods used to prepare AgNW electrode films using a variety of different solvents, 
substrates, nanowire diameters, film densities, and various pre- and post- deposition processing 
parameters and exposure to atmospheric conditions. Chapter 3 will state the results observed, and 
reveal valuable information on what variables affect silver nanowire degradation and therefore 
how to increase the lifetime of silver nanowire materials. Chapter 4 will focus on passivation 
materials, and new methods proposed to reduce the corrosion rates of AgNWs. Chapter 5 will 
provide a summary of the results observed, provide strategies to increase electrode lifetime using 
the information obtained in this thesis, and detail future work that must be done in order to 




Chapter 2: Fabrication and Characterization of Silver Nanowire Electrodes 
 
This chapter will first discuss the fabrication process of silver nanowire electrodes using 
a variety of solvents, substrates, nanowire solution densities, NW lengths, NW storage times, 
chemical treatments and different strategies to reduce film resistance. Then, the storage methods 
used to investigate the effect of various parameters on the degradation and lifetime of the 
nanowires will be described. Finally, this chapter will discuss characterization methods used to 
determine the sheet resistance, transparency, and extent of corrosion detected in degraded AgNW 
electrodes.  
2.1. Methods of Producing Silver Nanowire Electrodes 
In nanowire electrodes, charge is transported through the AgNWs through the transfer of 
electrons along the AgNWs. Denser nanowire networks are more electrically conductive but less 
transparent, so different densities are used for different application requirements. AgNWs 
synthesized using the polyol process can be dispersed in a variety of solvents, and then deposited 
as films using a variety of solution deposition methods. Demonstrated methods of depositing 
AgNWs in the literature include spin coating [81, 82], spray-coating [83, 79, 84] vacuum 
filtration [85], and Mayer bar-coating [86, 87, 88].  In the present work, Mayer rod coating is 
performed for silver nanowire deposition because it is the most commonly used method used by 
researchers and industry for depositing NW electrodes, due to its fine control of film thickness 
capability [89], ease of scalability and large scale production compatibility using roll-to-roll and 
slot-die coating techniques, which are commonly used in industrial settings. Mayer rod coating is 
typically performed by rolling or pulling a wire-bound rod across a substrate that is an analogue 
(albeit at smaller scale) to reel-to-reel coating (Figure 2-1). Film thicknesses of Mayer rod 
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coatings can be controlled through viscosity and solution density. The more viscous the solution 
(or the denser the solution), the thicker the coating will be after the solvent has evaporated [11].  
 
Figure 2-1: Illustration showing the deposition of silver nanowires using the Mayer rod method. Silver 
nanowires dispersed in a solvent are pipetted across the edge of a substrate, and the Mayer rod is rolled along 
the length of the substrate to produce a uniform layer with full surface coverage 
2.2. Fabrication of Silver Nanowire Electrodes 
In order to produce silver nanowire electrodes, different treatment of both the substrate 
and NW solution should be considered. Various substrates including polyethylene terephthalate 
(PET)(ST505 Melinex film, DuPont Teijin Films), quartz glass and silicon wafers, all having 
dimensions of 5 cm x 5 cm (cut to size), were used. The substrates were first sonicated in 
isopropyl alcohol (IPA), acetone, and distilled water for 180 seconds in each respective solvent, 
and blown dry with a nitrogen gun to ensure removal of dust, organics, and debris that would 
interfere with the deposition of the nanowire films. Purchased silver nanowires (Blue Nano 90 
nm nanowires, Novarials A20, Novarials A70, Seashell California hi-flex e-ink, ACS Materials 
D50, and ACS Materials D70), with average diameters ranging from 20 to 90 nm and average 
lengths ranging from 10 to 200 µm were selected to be tested for the series of experiments. 
Nanowires were purchased in three different solvents: ethanol, isopropyl alcohol and water. The 
nanowire solutions were diluted to their desired concentration (experiment dependent) and re-
dispersed via mechanical agitation to ensure an even distribution of nanowires in solution.   
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A Mayer rod of size 10 was purchased from R.D. Specialities Inc. (the size of the Mayer 
rod is related to the thickness of the deposited wet film). A small volume of nanowire solution 
was pipetted at one end of the desired substrate, and the Mayer rod was slowly rolled to spread 
the nanowires along the length of the substrate (Figure 2.1) [90, 89, 91]. Measured wet film 
layers were calculated to be 23 µm in thickness. The coated substrate was then set aside for 3 
minutes to allow for solvent evaporation, rotated 90 degrees, and then re-coated using a cleaned 
Mayer rod. This procedure was repeated two consecutive cycles to ensure a random nanowire 
mesh coating across the substrate surface for a total of 4 nanowire coatings using the Mayer rod. 
 Fabricated electrodes were then subject to thermal annealing, mechanical pressing, or no 
further processing (depending on the experimental parameters being tested). Figure 2.2 shows an 
example of a fabricated AgNW electrode with junctions formed between the overlapping 
AgNWs with a fairly uniform network density. Post treatment techniques involving annealing or 
pressing AgNWs are common methods used to reduce the sheet resistance of AgNW electrodes 
from MΩ/□ to a few Ω/□ [92] [93]. The high junction resistance observed of the overlapping 
AgNWs is due to the poor contact between the individual nanowires- caused by the polyvinyl 
pyrrolidone (PVP) outer shell that prevents the direct contact between individual AgNWs. 
Annealing at a high temperature (between 150-200°C) for a short period of time causes the PVP 
layer to dissipate, and allows for the AgNWs to weld together at the junction- creating a 
continuous network of silver [92]. Pressing the AgNWs forces the junctions together due to 






Figure 2-2: Silver nanowire electrodes using Blue Nano 90 nm AgNWs on a silicon substrate fabricated via a 
Mayer rod coating method 
2.2.1. Thermal Annealing Process: 
Thermal annealing is the most common post-treatment method, which assists in lowering 
the junction resistance of overlapping nanowires, and causes flowing or partial decomposition of 
the polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) layer that exists on the AgNWs after their polyol synthesis [94, 
92, 89, 95]. Annealing of the nanowire electrode involves placing the coated substrate into a 
vacuum oven at a set temperature (exact temperatures are discussed in chapter 3), and baking the 
electrode for a set amount of time to allow for the sintering process and decomposition of the 
PVP coating to take place. To test the impact of the annealing temperature on the long-term 
stability for 60 days of the nanowires, selected electrodes on glass substrates were annealed in 
low vacuum at a temperature between 80 - 180°C for 30 minutes [92]. Electrodes on plastic 
substrates were annealed in low vacuum for 30 minutes at 100°C to prevent any deformation of 




2.2.2. Mechanical Pressing:  
As an alternative to annealing, a different set of electrodes was subjected to room 
temperature mechanical pressure to lower the nanowire junction resistances [93].  This method 
was studied, as mechanical pressing is an alternative to lowering the sheet resistance of the 
AgNW by pressing the nanowire junctions together. This pressing action is preferable to thermal 
annealing, as it is quicker, and avoids high temperature processing (allowing the use of flexible 
substrates such as PET) [62]. This method was both used as a comparison to the thermal 
treatments, and for other samples where different variables (nanowire diameter, density, etc.) 
were tested to separate their effects from those caused by annealing. A rolling press (MSK-HRP-
01, MTI Corporation, Richmond, USA) with a rolling speed of 5 mm/s was used.  Electrodes 
were pressed four times, two times with the two rollers spaced 70 μm apart, and then a 
subsequent two times with a roller spacing of 60 μm.  
2.2.3. Corona Plasma Treatment: 
Corona plasma is a common surface treatment using radio frequency (RF) plasma that 
creates a hydrophilic surface for enhanced material adhesion on the substrate [96]. In a different 
set of experiments, following the substrate-cleaning step, a corona plasma treatment was 
performed on glass and PET, via a SoftLithoBox (BlackHole Lab, Paris) [97]. The tip was held 1 
cm above the surface of the substrate to allow for electrical discharge to reach the surface. The 
tip was passed over the substrate five times to ensure a full treatment of corona plasma. Plasma-
treated substrates were immediately coated with nanowires in the method listed above. No 
additional treatments such as pressing or annealing were involved in this set of experiments.   
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2.2.4. Electrode Characterization 
The two most critical characteristics of a transparent electrode are its sheet resistance and 
transparency. Electrode sheet resistances were measured via a digital multimeter (V&A 
Instruments VA18B). Their specular transparencies were recorded with a spectrophotometer 
(SRW 2000 Window Tint Meter), and the contribution of the substrate was subtracted out to 
obtain the transparency of the NW film only. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrographs 
were taken with a LEO 1550 GEMINI system. Non-conductive samples were coated with 10 nm 
of gold to prevent surface charging effects. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was 
performed in the SEM to determine the chemical composition of larger features. Bright-field 
transmission electron microscope (TEM) images, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and EDS spectra 
of smaller features were acquired with a JEOL 2010F TEM. 
2.2.5. Sheet Resistance 
The resistance of a transparent electrode is a critical factor that acquires precise control 
during the electrode fabrication process depending on the desired application. For example, in 
modern display and touchscreen applications, in order to allow for fast screen response, the sheet 
resistance of the transparent electrode has to be below 10 Ω/□. If the sheet resistance was higher, 
the entire device display would not respond immediately- instead there would be a delay in pixel 
response. On the other hand, some applications such as capacitive touchscreens do not require an 
ultra-low sheet resistance to perform efficiently- but generally the speed of the device using the 
transparent electrode material is dictated by their sheet resistance values [98]. 







where ρ is the resistivity of the sample (units of Ω•cm), L is the length of the sample, W is the 
width of the sample, and t is the thickness of the sample. The resistance of transparent electrodes 









where the sheet resistance has units of Ω/□. Sheet resistance is particularly useful for NW 
electrodes which do not make a continuous film and thus the film thickness is hard to define. 
Sheet resistance is mostly used for better comparison between performance metrics of 
transparent electrodes of different types/materials. 
2.2.6. Transparency 
Transparency is the ability of light to pass through an object. In regards to visible light, 
transparency can change depending on the wavelength of light passing through the object (red 
light may not pass through the object as easily as violet light). Furthermore, when light 
encounters an object, it can be transmitted, absorbed, or reflected depending on the object 
material properties. The ratio of the transmitted light through the object to the incident light 
radiated from the source is referred to as the transmittance.  
In regards to the present work, transparencies will always be reported as a percentage of 
incident light reflected at a specified wavelength of 550 nm (peak wavelength of sunlight is 550 
nm) [99]. Furthermore, all transparencies will be in reference to the substrate (i.e. the 
transmittance of the glass, plastic, or stated substrates will not be included in the transmittance 
value) unless stated otherwise. 
When observing the full range of light transmitted, one has to account for light scattered 
by the interaction object- often referred to haze. Haze is a phenomenon experienced when 
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incident light is scattered while being transmitted through the interaction object, and is detected 
off-axis from the majority of the transmitted light. Substrates such as glass or plastic and 
transparent conducting oxides such as ITO do not scatter a significant amount of light. However, 
silver nanowires do scatter a portion of incident light (which is heavily dependent on the amount 
of nanowires in the network, as dense networks scatter a significant amount of light). In order to 
comply with standards related to a variety of applications such as display technologies, 
transparent electrodes must not scatter more than 3% of incident light (or scatter the light by an 
angle more than 2.5° from the original source) [100]. 
2.2.7. Electrical Conductivity Stability Testing 
In order to reliably test the conductivity of the AgNWs over an extended period of time, 
conductive contacts were required to be placed on the nanowire film. Strips of copper tape were 
placed on the ends of every fabricated electrode in order to allow for ease of measurement using 
a digital multimeter (discussed below). 
2.2.8. Determining nanowire film density 
As will be discussed in detail in in Chapter 3, the density of the NWs in an electrode 
affects the rate of electrode degradation. Most papers in the literature do not state the density of 
NWs used, so calculations were required to determine the density of NWs used from the images 
provided in their papers. For silver nanowire density calculations, Image J software is used for 
easy comparison of previous work performed in literature. Images from papers were imported 
into ImageJ and subjected to image processing by the software. Image contrasts were modified 
until there were exclusively black and white pixels (white pixels were nanowires, black pixels 
were substrate). The number of white pixels was divided against the total number of white and 
black pixels to determine the surface coverage of the AgNWs. Surface area and volumes of the 
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AgNWs were then calculated using measured diameters in the image processing software. Once 
the volume of AgNWs was calculated, it was converted to a mass via the density of silver. The 
mass of silver was then divided by the total area of the picture, determined using ImageJ, and the 
scalebars of the images) to determine the network density in g/cm
2
.  
2.2.9. Electrode Storage Conditions: 
All fabricated electrodes were stored in an atmospherically regulated environment 
(average temperature: 24±1°C, humidity 40±2%) with ambient airflow for 60 days. Humidity 
and temperature were tracked using an InkBird ITH-10 Hygrometer. The electrodes were stored 
in the dark to avoid any photonic influences on nanowire behaviour throughout the test. 
Electrodes were periodically removed for several seconds every 3 days throughout the study for 
sheet resistance measurements. Furthermore, electrodes fabricated using the same solution 
parameters were stored in a dark low-vacuum environment to observe if there were any changes 




Chapter 3: The Dependence of Silver Nanowire Stability on Network Composition and 
Processing Parameters 
 
Several topics related to the passive stability of silver nanowires are presented in this 
chapter. Specifically, the major artifacts of corrosion in AgNW films, the composition of 
corroded AgNW films, parameters affecting the stability of AgNW films, and suggestions to 
minimize the rates of degradation in nanowire films are presented. This chapter is reproduced 
from our recent published manuscript in RSC Advances 2017 [101]. 
3.1. Introduction 
 AgNWs have very high surface area to volume ratios due to their shape and small 
diameter (< 100 nm). Due to these physical characteristics, instability and corrosion can be 
severe problems. AgNWs have been known to become discontinuous when left in atmospheric 
conditions for less than 6 months [64] that leads to electrode failure.  Because of the surging 
interest in the use of AgNW as a replacement for ITO, the longevity of the material and the 
causes of their degradation must be understood before AgNW electrodes can be more widely 
used in commercial applications. 
As stated in Chapter 1, there is very little knowledge about the stability of AgNWs when 
exposed to atmospheric conditions. Studies that focus on AgNW stability state their reactions to 
factors such as humidity [65], high temperatures [66], light [65], and high electrical currents 
[63], which are proven to accelerate the degradation of AgNWs. Furthermore (as previously 
stated in 1.4.2.), the rates of degradations differ significantly between all studies referenced. 
The motivation for this chapter is based on the differences between passive AgNW 
corrosion studies. There is very little consensus between the studies performed by Mayousse 
[67], Elechiguerra [64], Moon [69], and Vaagensmith [74] despite their similar experimental 
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conditions. Further investigation into the lifetime of AgNWs is necessary, as a proper 
understanding of the corrosion rates of AgNWs when exposed to a variety of conditions would 
be useful for future researchers developing devices where AgNW integration is necessary.   
  In this chapter we study how the electrode composition and common processing 
parameters used to fabricate these electrodes affect nanowire stability and electrode lifetimes. 
AgNW electrode films were prepared using a variety of different solvents, substrates, nanowire 
diameters, film densities, and various pre- and post- treatment processing parameters, then 
exposed to atmospheric conditions for an extended period of time. The results observed reveal 
valuable information on what variables affect silver nanowire degradation and therefore how to 
increase the lifetime of silver nanowire materials. Specifically, it was observed that the nanowire 
diameter, density, post-deposition annealing temperatures and substrate plasma treatments are 
parameters that significantly affect the longevity of AgNW electrodes.   
3.2. Experimental Details 
Silver nanowires dispersed in ethanol were purchased from Novarials Inc. (Woburn, 
Massachusetts), with average diameters of 20 nm and 70 nm and average lengths of 20 µm and 
50 µm respectively, and nanowires dispersed in isopropyl alcohol were purchased from Blue 
Nano Inc. (Charlotte, North Carolina), with an average diameter of 90 nm and length of 40 µm. 
AgNWs were also purchased from ACS materials (Pasadena, California) at diameters of 30 nm 
and 50 nm , with lengths of 100-200 µm. The AgNWs were then deposited as random networks 
onto glass, silicon and PET substrates. AgNW electrodes were fabricated via the Mayer rod 
method as described in Chapter 2. 
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3.3. Results and Discussion 
3.3.1. Parameters Not Affecting Degradation Rates 
 Not all processing variations and physical characteristics of the AgNWs tested affected 
how quickly network degradation occurred, and these variables are covered in this section. 
Firstly, it was suspected that the material used for solvent storage might have an effect on the 
degradation rates of AgNW networks, because the polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) that remains on 
the surface of an AgNW after synthesis readily dissolves in polar solvents such as water and 
ethanol [27]. Thus, storage in these solvents may affect the thickness or presence of PVP on the 
AgNWs in solution, and it has been postulated by Elechiguerra [64] that PVP may play a role in 
slowing AgNW corrosion. Furthermore, manufacturers of AgNWs store and ship the material in 
a variety of solvents, mostly water, ethanol, or isopropyl alcohol (IPA), and thus it is important 
to know if these solvents will have any effect on the degradation rates of AgNWs. To test the 
effect of the type of solvent, 20 nm diameter AgNWs were purchased from Novarials dispersed 
in both in ethanol and IPA, and similar diameter AgNWs dispersed in water were acquired from 
Seashell (California). Nanowire electrodes were fabricated according to the procedure listed in 
chapter 2 of this document. The fabricated electrodes were then left to age in dark ambient 
conditions, and had sheet resistances measured for a total of 60 days. After 60 days, there was no 
significant difference in sheet resistance increase between the fabricated samples. It is speculated 
that the type of solvent used for storage of the AgNWs had no significant effect on their 
corrosion rate because the solvents could not dissolve the PVP on the AgNWs.  
Also related to storage conditions is the amount of time the NWs were stored in solution 
before being deposited as a film.  Manufacturers of AgNWs suggest that the material expires 
after approximately 1 year from date of AgNW synthesis, suggesting that electrode performance 
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may not be similar after sitting for an extended period of time. Perhaps the nanowires could 
degrade to nano-rods of only a few µm in length (to be discussed in the following sections).  To 
test this, 90 nm AgNWs from Blue Nano were purchased and electrodes were fabricated 
immediately, while electrodes were also made using the same nanowires purchased 3 years prior 
which had been sitting in in solution for all that time.  Immediately after fabrication, both 
electrodes exhibited similar sheet resistances and transparencies (14.1 Ω/□ for the aged AgNWs 
at 88%, 13.7 Ω/□  at 88% for the new AgNWs). After 60 days, it was observed that there was 
less than 10% difference between sheet resistances after corrosion occurred. Both nanowire 
samples had sheet resistance increases at similar rates with no significant deviations. From this 
study, it is observed that the age of the nanowires in solution does not have any significant effect 
on the corrosion resistance or electrode performance. 
The length of the fabricated AgNWs was also suspected to have some effect on AgNW 
corrosion rates. It was postulated that a longer nanowire) would have a stabilizing effect on the 
electrode by preventing Ag diffusion across the sample (to be discussed later) [102] [103]. 100 
µm long AgNWs with diameters of 30 nm were purchased from ACS Materials, and AgNWs 
with the same average diameter of 30 nm but an average length of 6 µm were purchased from a 
local supplier. Electrodes using the same AgNW solution concentration (i.e. 4 mg/mL) were 
fabricated and left to age for 60 days in ambient. After 60 days, it was observed that there was no 
significant difference in the rate of sheet resistance increase between the two electrodes. The 
extra length of the AgNW had no significant effect on corrosion resistance.  
AgNWs have been used on various substrates by many researchers recently [42, 47, 35, 
33, 37]. Because of the versatility of AgNWs as a material, researchers have used them in both 
applications that require flexible substrates such as polyethylene terephthalate (PET), and rigid 
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substrates such as glass. However, the surface energies of these substrates differ, which will 
affect the adhesion of the AgNWs to the substrate. More importantly, the differences in their 
surface energy could allow for a more hydrophilic substrate surface, leading to increased 
moisture which is known to increase corrosion rates of AgNWs [104]. This increased surface 
energy has a significant effect on the contact angle of the surface as a whole- allowing an ease of 
binding for any free moisture in the atmosphere to the substrate surface- increasing the likelihood 
of the formation of monolayers of surface water (even in a dry testing environment) [105]. For 
these reasons, it was suggested that the use of both glass and PET substrates (the two most 
reported substrates in literature) be used as substrates for AgNW electrode fabrication to observe 
if there was any significant difference in corrosion rate between them. AgNW electrodes were 
fabricated on both glass and PET substrates using Novarials A20 nanowires. After 60 days in 
ambient, there were no significant differences in sheet resistance increase (both increased at 
similar rates, with a 13% difference in final sheet resistance increase between the glass and PET 
samples). This result is not significant and thus the conclusion has been made that there is little 
difference in corrosion rate amongst common substrates used in AgNW electrode fabrication.  
3.3.2.  Parameters Affecting Degradation Rates 
Out of all variables tested, four parameters had a significant effect on the resistance 
change of the nanowire network over time: nanowire diameter, nanowire concentration, 
annealing temperature, and substrate plasma treatment. Figure 3-1 shows the effect of these 
variables on electrode sheet resistance over a period of 60 days of ambient atmospheric 
exposure. The effect of each of these variables on the NW network will be discussed in detail in 
the sections below, but first we will compile the main degradation artifacts that were observed 
since they are common to several parameters. 
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For the remainder of this communication, percentage changes in sheet resistance will be 





× 100%                                       (1) 
Where ∆𝑅𝑠 is the percentage change in sheet resistance, 𝑅𝑆 is the measured sheet resistance 
value, and 𝑅𝑂 is the sheet resistance recorded at the time of fabrication (day 0). 
 
Figure 3-1: The effect of electrode and processing parameters on electrode sheet resistance (Rs) when left in 
air for 60 days. (a) Nanowire diameter, (b) nanowire density, (c) annealing temperature, (d) substrate plasma 
treatment sheet resistances were calculated using equation 1. 
3.3.3. Degradation Artifacts 
After 60 days in atmosphere, silver nanowires degrade and become discontinuous in 
more than one manner. Figure 3-2 shows the morphology and chemical composition of the three 
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main degradation artifacts that were observed. First, shown in Figure 3-2a, is the formation of 
many small nanoparticles along the surface of a nanowire. TEM-EDS spectra of these 
nanoparticles (Figure 3-2d) show that other than carbon originating from the TEM grid and 
silicon signal from the detector, only silver and sulfur are present. From studies on bulk silver it 
is well known that silver does not form a native oxide in atmospheric conditions, but rather silver 
sulfide (Ag2S) is the dominant product of corrosion [106, 104, 107, 108, 109].The latter occurs 
via the reaction of surface silver with atmospheric hydrogen sulfide (H2S) and carbonyl sulfide 
(OCS), even though these have very low ambient concentrations of 5 ppb and 0.5 ppb, 
respectively [104]. Ag2S nucleates at random locations on the surface of silver and tends not 
form a uniform film [40]. Rather, morphologies including dendrites, clumps and whiskers have 
been observed on bulk and thin films of silver. For AgNWs, several reports observe that Ag2S 
exists as particles along the surface of the nanowire body [110, 65, 63, 67]. After the 60 day 
experiment, some silver nanowires corrode to the point of discontinuity, as displayed in Figure 3-
2a. The time lapse of corrosion can be observed in Figure 3-3, with separation between nanowire 
halves occurring between week 2 and week 4 of the nanowire being exposed to ambient 







Figure 3-2: SEM images of silver nanowires exposed to atmosphere for 60 days. There are 3 main types of 
degradation artifacts observed: (a) small Ag2S particles on the surface nanowires, (b) spherical silver 
particles intercepting a nanowire, and (c) clusters of larger agglomerations of silver. (d) TEM-EDS spectrum 
of one nanoparticle on the surface of a nanowire in ‘a’, (e) TEM-EDS spectrum one particle intercepting the 
nanowire in ‘b’, and (f) SEM-EDS of a larger particle in ‘c’ (the silicon peak originates from the substrate). 
 
Figure 3-3: Time lapse of AgNWs exposed to ambient conditions showing the formation of Ag2S particles 
from corrosion caused by H2S 
 
Corrosion of AgNWs was present under all experimental parameters tested in this work, 
but was not always the dominant failure mechanism causing discontinuity in the nanowire 
network. Spherical particles intercepting the nanowire body were observed as a second artifact 
causing discontinuity of nanowires over the 60 days (Figure 3-2b). This artifact was observed in 
thinner diameter nanowires either in sparser networks or ones isolated from the main AgNW 
network. Nanowires with these intercepting particles do not have small Ag2S nanoparticles on 
their surfaces. High-resolution TEM shows that the intercepting particles are polycrystalline, and 
EDS analysis of several of the particles indicates that they are predominantly silver (85-91%), 
with 1-2% chlorine and 7-13% sulfur. Regarding the chlorine, this atomic percentage is slightly 
higher than in areas of the nanowire away from the particles (< 1%). AgCl can be a result of Ag 
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reacting with trace amounts of Cl2 and HCl in the ambient [106, 104]. The chlorine could also be 
left over from the synthesis process as NaCl is commonly used in the polyol synthesis method. 
Regardless, the majority of the particles are Ag suggesting that they do not primarily exist of 
corrosion products, but are rather a result of a rearrangement of silver from the nanowire into 
nanoparticle form due to the morphological instability of the nanowire. These issues will be 
discussed in the sections below. Figure 3-3 shows the time-lapse formation of these small 
particles in a nanowire network with discontinuity of the nanowire caused by these spherical 
particles being observed during the week 4 SEM image, indicating the nanowire network became 
discontinuous between week 2 and week 4 of the study. Furthermore, Fast Fourier Transform 
(FFT) analysis of a spherical particle is available in Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6 as a comparison to 
the crystal structure of a fresh AgNW). The diffuse rings in the FFT analysis indicate some 
polycrystalline material, but the spot patterns typical of pure Ag are still evident on spots 1 
through 6. (The highlighted area in Figure 3-5 was analyzed due to stacking faults present in the 
darker regions of the TEM image). This corroborates with the EDS data showing that the 
particles are predominately silver. 
 
Figure 3-4: Time lapse of AgNWs exposed to ambient conditions showing the formation of spherical particles 





Figure 3-5: FFT analysis of a spherical particle bisecting a small diameter AgNW. The selected region was 
analyzed to avoid overlapping from stacking faults present throughout the particle 
 
Figure 3-6: FFT analysis of an un-aged AgNW body to show the crystal facets of an unperturbed AgNW 
The last major artifact observed was clusters of larger agglomerations that were prevalent 
in dense networks of thinner nanowires. From the SEM image in Figure 3-2c, one can see that 
there is no presence of either Ag2S nanoparticle growth or intercepting spherical particles in any 
of the nanowires in the vicinity of the agglomerations. SEM-EDS results show that the large 
agglomerations consisted primarily of Ag (90-94%) with some amount of Cl (6-10 %) and trace 
sulfur (silicon is present in the EDS spectrum due to its use as a substrate material). Thus, the 
large particles are mostly silver that has likely diffused from the AgNWs in the network [107, 
108]. This will be discussed further below. The diffusion of silver atoms causes discontinuities in 
nanowires in the network, as can be seen in Figure 3-2c. 
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In the subsections below, the effect of the significant variables - diameter, density, annealing 
temperature, and plasma treatment - are discussed in more detail. 
3.3.4. Effect of Diameter on Degradation Rate 
There can be a degree of control imparted over the synthesis of AgNWs in which 
researchers are able to control the diameter and length of the AgNWs through the variance of 
certain synthesis parameters (such as the addition of more NaCl or KBr to the reaction vessel) 
[111]. Furthermore, filtration methods of AgNWs are now accurate enough to allow for the 
processing of diameters to within a range of +/- 10 nm [112]. This allows industrial 
manufacturers the ability of offering a wide range of diameters and thus NW diameter is one 
design choice an engineer has when developing an electrode. Therefore, knowing if and how the 
diameter of AgNWs affects corrosion rates is important information. In order to test this 
hypothesis, AgNWs were purchased with diameters of 20 nm, 50 nm, and 90 nm, and placed in 
ambient conditions after formation of transparent electrodes as stated in chapter 2 of this thesis.  
Figure 3-1a plots the percentage change in resistance of electrodes prepared with 
different diameter nanowires deposited with the same nanowire solution concentration of 4 
mg/mL. The plot shows that electrodes consisting of thinner nanowires degraded significantly 
faster than those with thicker nanowires. After 60 days, the sheet resistance of electrodes with 90 
nm and 50 nm diameter nanowires increased 250% and 1600%, respectively. Electrodes with 25 
nm diameter nanowires reached an open-circuit before the 60 days was over. 
The degradation of larger diameter nanowires (greater than 40 nm in diameter) is primarily 
caused by corrosion creating Ag2S nanoparticles on their surface, as shown in Figure 3-1a, 
Figure 3-2, and again in Figure 3-7a. The thicker the nanowire, the longer it takes for corrosion 
to advance to the point where the nanowire becomes discontinuous. Therefore, electrodes made 
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from thicker nanowires have longer lifetimes. In order to confirm that Ag2S formation was 
occurring on the surface of thicker nanowires, TEM images and corresponding Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT) images of the corroded large diameter nanowires were observed. Analysis of 
the d-spacing on the spot pattern states that the majority of the spots on the FFT correspond with 
Ag2S to a percent difference below 5%. There is very little to no matching of spot patterns to 
either pure silver or AgCl (the latter being another possible corrosion product of silver). 
 
Figure 3-7: Images of silver nanowires left in atmosphere for 60 days. (a) TEM image of larger diameter (90 
nm) nanowires indicating corrosion. (b) SEM image of smaller diameter (20 nm) nanowires showing particles 
at the location of disconnects in the nanowires. TEM images showing the progression of particle formation in 
small diameter nanowires over time: (c) beginning of bottleneck formation, (d) a bottleneck that has 
progressed into discontinuity, (e) a spherical particle and a wider nanowire disconnection 
 
In smaller diameter nanowires (diameters less than 40 nm), degradation by the corrosion 
depicted in Figure 3-1a was scarcely observed. Rather, as seen in Figure 3-11b, the prevalent 
degradation matches the artifact depicted in Figure 3-1b. Figure 3-11c - e displays TEM images 
of smaller diameter nanowires at different stages of degradation, from bottlenecking (Figure 3-
11c), to disconnection (Figure 3-11d), to particle formation (Figure 3-11e). The morphological 
changes in the nanowire, coupled with the EDS data showing that the main composition of the 
spherical particles is silver rather than corrosion products (Figure 3-1e), indicate that nanowire 
instability rather than corrosion is the primary reason for thin nanowire degradation. The surface-
area-to-volume ratio of nanowires scales with 1/r, where r is the radius of the nanowire. Thus this 
ratio is more than 3.5 times higher for a cylindrical 25 nm diameter nanowire versus a 90 nm 
nanowire (Table 3-1). And because surfaces have higher energy than atoms in bulk, thinner 
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nanowires are less stable than thicker ones. This is particularly true for Ag nanowires whose side 
facets are {100} [109], which for face-centre-cubic materials have higher energy than the lowest 
energy {111} facets. Furthermore, silver nanowires synthesized from the polyol process have 
strain energy caused by a combined 7.35° gap between the triangular prisms forming the 
pentagonal wire [102]. The observation of thin metal nanowires breaking into smaller segments 
has been observed and studied by others and is often attributed to Raleigh instability [113, 114, 
115, 116, 103, 117]. Bottlenecking, as observed in Figure 3-1c, likely starts at a location of high 
energy such as at the edge of two intersecting {100} facets. 
SEM data show that the instability of thin nanowires in air causes a larger proportion of 
them being discontinuous after 60 days compared to thicker diameter nanowires. The latter are 
more stable due to their lower surface area per volume and instead degrade due to corrosion, 
which leads to discontinuities at a much slower rate. These observations explain the more rapid 
resistance increase of the electrodes containing 25 nm diameter nanowires in Figure 3-1a 
compared to electrodes with 50 and 90 nm diameter nanowires. 
Table 3-1: Surface area-to-volume ratio of nanowires used in the study. Nanowire lengths have been equated 















) Average SA/V 
20±5 35000 2.20E+06 1.10E+07 0.200±0.050 
35±8 35000 3.85E+06 3.37E+07 0.114±0.029 
50±10 35000 5.50E+06 6.87E+07 0.080±0.020 
70±10 35000 7.70E+06 1.35E+08 0.057±0.014 




Table 3-1 states the advertised surface area to volume ratio used in this study. It is 
important to note that during polyol synthesis, not all nanowires will grow to be the same length 
or diameter. The growth conditions of the bath will give rise to AgNWs with a variety of 
diameters and lengths, which models a Gaussian profile. The Gaussian profile has a midpoint of 
the diameters /lengths listed in Table 3-1, with a 3 standard deviation profile stating the 
larger/smaller diameter of the key measurements of the nanowire. Therefore, Table 3-1 states the 
average length and diameter of nanowires purchased from a variety of vendors. Based on 
information received from the vendors, the diameters of the nanowires are as follows: 20 ±5 nm, 
35 ±8 nm, 50 ±10 nm, 70± 10 nm, and 90 ±20 nm. One could also speculate that the lengths of 
the AgNWs supplied varies significantly (assumed to be by ~20%, as no distribution of lengths 
was supplied by the vendors due to researchers only desiring accurate diameter measurements- 
and SEM images did not show a full nanowire in most cases). Based on this information, one 
could speculate that the SA/V ratio in Table 3-1 could vary by approximately 25%. 
Furthermore, measurements using SEM were performed to measure the length and 
diameter of AgNWs deposited onto substrates. Although there were approximately 50 
measurements taken of different nanowires, this sample only represents a 1µm  x 1µm area of 
the total 4cm x 4cm substrate (or 1 × 10−6% of the overall sample).  
The key observation of this study states that larger diameter AgNWs are inherently more 
stable than smaller diameter AgNWs because of their reduced surface-to-volume ratio, allowing 
for a lower total surface energy than their smaller diameter counterparts. Larger diameter 
AgNWs undergo the growth of Ag2S as their primary method of degradation, as confirmed by 
SEM, TEM, EDS, and FFT as their primary methods of corrosion. Smaller diameters AgNWs 
undergo degradation in the form of Rayleigh instabilities and some formation of Ag2S at their 
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surface. Furthermore, it is observed that smaller diameter AgNWs degrade at a much faster rate 
than large diameter AgNWs, as electrodes fabricated with 20 nm AgNWs became discontinuous 
to the point of non-conductivity before the 60 day study concluded, while electrodes fabricated 
from 90 nm AgNWs had the lowest overall increase in sheet resistance after the 60 day study. 
 This study has some very key implications for designers of display technologies, as the 
size of the AgNW can affect its end application. Because AgNWs of large diameters have a 
greater effect on light scattering than smaller diameter AgNWs, they can only be used in certain 
applications below specific concentrations [118]. As an example, the display market requires 
scattered light in the form of haze to be below 2% in order for a light emission device to be 
considered an acceptable quality for use [118]. This application will likely require the use of very 
thin diameter AgNWs in order to meet quality demands for industrial and consumer use. 
Meanwhile, applications such as solar panels require a high degree of scattered light to prevent 
total internal reflection- allowing for the absorption of more light and production of energy 
[118]. In this case, the high haze imparted by the large diameter AgNWs will be well suited to 
the application. Regardless of the end application, future transparent electrode design will need 
to factor in the varying degradation rates of different diameter NWs. A potentially even more 
useful outcome of this study is that we now know that small and large diameter NWs degrade 
through different mechanisms and thus methods to improve lifetimes may be different depending 
on the diameter used. For example, since smaller diameter NWs have a morphological instability 
problem, strategies to increase their morphological stability may be helpful such as low 
temperature hydrogen gas processing [119] or passivating the silver surfaces with dielectric 
layers [120, 121]. 
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3.3.5. Effects of Density 
The density of an AgNW network affects many of its electrical and transparent 
parameters. Denser AgNW networks provide a higher degree of overlapping and junctions in-
between individual AgNWs, providing more conductive pathways for electrical signals to travel 
through (resulting in a low sheet resistance i.e. < 10 Ω/□). However, denser networks of AgNWs 
cover more of the substrate surface, resulting in a lower transparency and higher degree of 
scattered light. There exists a trade-off between sheet resistance and transparency that will need 
to be addressed by the designer of the AgNW final application. The information available in this 
study could also affect future transparent electrode design, as there may be a minimum or 
maximum NW concentration for the longest-lifetime. In order to observe the effects of density 
on corrosion of a AgNW network, concentrated solutions of AgNWs (4 mg/mL) and low 
concentration solutions of AgNWs (0.2 mg/mL) were used to fabricate electrode samples. These 
samples were left to age in the environment as described in chapter 2 of this text, with periodic 
observance of the sheet resistance and imaging using SEM.  
As seen in Figure 3-1b, the sheet resistance of dense nanowire networks (made with a 
solution concentration of 4 mg/mL) increased only 50%, while a sparse network (solution 
concentration = 0.2 mg/mL) containing nanowires of the same diameter and prepared in the same 
manner, increased by over 300%.  
The varying density electrodes fabricated in this series of experiments were prepared with 
20 nm diameter nanowires. Since the diameter was small, little evidence of the type of corrosion 
depicted in Figure 3-1a is observed, as discussed in the section above. However, microscopy 
imaging did reveal the degradation features in the dense and sparse networks differed. In sparse 
networks (solution concentration ≤ 0.5 mg/mL), the formation of small particles as described in 
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Figure 3-1b is dominant. However, in dense networks (solution concentration ≥ 4 mg/mL) the 
dominant degradation feature is instead the one depicted in Figure 3-1c. These large particles 
appear to be the primary degradation artifact in dense samples (Figure 3-13). Originally it was 
thought that the large particulate formations in the latter were artifacts of AgNW synthesis that 
penetrated the filtration mechanisms used for nanowire purification, but SEM of freshly 
synthesized networks had no evidence of such large particles. Only after exposure to ambient 
conditions for approximately 4 weeks were these features first observed- indicating that these 
large particles are artifacts of degradation in the dense AgNW network. 
 
Figure 3-8: Time lapse of AgNWs exposed to ambient conditions showing the formation large particles. The 
particles on average become larger over time. It is suspected that these large particles are formed from 
diffusing silver from the AgNW network. 
Although the appearance of degradation differed among sparse and dense networks, it 
was found from extensive SEM imaging that the proportion of nanowires with an electrical 
discontinuity was the same regardless of density (Figure 3-4 and Figure 3-8). Through all of the 
SEM analysis performed, AgNWs all appeared to show artifacts of corrosion after similar time 
periods regardless of the network density. In regards to the spacing between discontinuities in the 
AgNW network, there was one discontinuity per 1 µm length of nanowire on average after 60 
days of exposure to ambient conditions. Thus, a denser network did not increase nanowire 
stability. Rather, the dense network has a slower increase in resistance because if a nanowire 
becomes discontinuous, there exists other pathways through which the current can flow. Sparser 
networks, on the other hand, have fewer alternative conductive pathways when an electrical 
disconnection occurs- meaning the sheet resistance of these samples would increase rapidly for 
every conductive pathway that became severed due to degradation. This explains the behaviour 
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of the curves in Figure 3-10b- as the sparser AgNW electrode sample had a much higher sheet 
resistance increase than the denser sample due to the discontinuity appearing in the conductive 
pathways of the electrode. EDS analysis of such features (Figure 3-2f) indicates that these 
agglomerations are composed primarily of elemental Ag (Table 3-2), like the small particles 
encountered in sparse networks. The volume of silver in these particles is larger than amount of 
the silver missing from the nanowires in their immediate vicinity. It appears that much of the Ag 
in the particles have diffused from nanowires further away, as evidenced by gaps in nanowires 
up to 1.5 µm away from the agglomerations. The gaps do not have small particles intercepting 
them and it is hypothesized this is because the small particles that result from nanowire 
instability, or the silver that would otherwise lead to them, diffuse and coalesce to form the larger 
agglomerations similar to an Oswald ripening process. Because the surface-to-volume ratio of 
particles decreases with their size, a large particle is more energetically favourable than multiple 
smaller particles. Larger particles are not observed in sparser networks likely because the small 
particles are far apart and they would need to diffuse markedly longer distances to coalesce. 
Table 3-2: Breakdown of elemental percentages in large particle growth (from EDS data in Figure 3-1f). 
Oxygen was omitted from the calculation because of the silicon oxide present on the substrate used for 
imaging 
Element Element wt% Element Atomic % 
S 0.36 0.98 
Cl 7.37 18.14 
Ag 92.27 80.88 
 
A breakdown of the elements present in an EDS spectrum (taken from large particles 
such as those available in Figure 3-2c) is shown in Table 3-2. The low concentrations of Ag2S 
and AgCl in these large growths indicate that the structure is composed primarily of elemental 
Ag. However, the high concentration of Cl in the EDS spectrum indicates that there may be Cl 
contamination from ambient or Cl in the AgNWs. The presence of Cl2 in the atmosphere is very 
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low, but can cause some degree of corrosion in the AgNW network according to Franey and 
Graedel [122, 104].  As mentioned in section, it is possible that Cl is leftover from synthesis, as 
NaCl is used to help the dissociation of silver nitrate in the polyol process- and to aid in the 
seeding process of synthesis [123]. NaCl is also useful for physical dimension control, as 
increased levels of chlorine in synthesis allow for much thinner AgNWs [124]. Because AgNWs 
from Novarials were stored in ethanol and IPA (of which NaCl is insoluble in both of these 
solvents), leftover NaCl from synthesis is likely not possible as it would be removed from the 
complete AgNW solution from the filtration process. A possible explanation for the high 
concentration of Cl in these large agglomerations could be due to trapped Cl ions in the AgNWs 




 would cause some 
chlorine ion to form ionic bonds with the Ag
+
 used to form a nanowire. As previously discussed, 
a higher concentration of NaCl during AgNW synthesis allows for the formation of smaller 
diameter AgNWs. This high concentration of Cl
-
 used during synthesis would have a significant 
impact on the Novarials A20 AgNWs. . Furthermore, Ag
+
 ions would diffuse towards a 
negatively charged source such as a Cl
-
 ion present in the AgNW electrode- leading one to 
believe that the Cl in these large particles is the primary factor in their growth.  
Based on the information available in the above study, one can determine that a denser 
AgNW network will offer a longer lifetime than a sparser AgNW network. Once again though, 
there are trade-offs between electrode density, transparency and electrical performance of the 
electrode. The denser AgNW networks may offer a longer lifetime and higher performance in 
terms of low sheet resistance, but there will be less light transmission as well as more haze [5]. 
These latter factors in tandem with lifetime considerations need to be taken into account. 
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3.3.6. Effect of Annealing Temperature 
 When AgNW films are deposited on a substrate without further processing, locations 
where nanowires overlap have a high resistance that can lead to film sheet resistances in the 
MΩ/□ range. Annealing significantly lowers junction resistances and therefore film sheet 
resistance by welding the overlapping nanowires, and is the most commonly used and convenient 
method to do so. The most common annealing condition for lowering the sheet resistance in 
AgNW electrodes is 200 °C for 30 minutes [89, 30, 6, 95]. Thermal treatments such as annealing 
are often performed on metallic nanowire networks as a strategy to significantly lower the 
network’s sheet resistance. Welding at the nanowire junction occurs in metallic nanowire 
networks at an elevated temperature, allowing for a much stronger current to be carried through 
the network [113]. The PVP coating on the AgNWs is an artifact of their synthesis creating a 
non-conductive sheath preventing full Ag-Ag contact at nanowire junctions [123], and as a result 
needs to be heated to above 150°C in order to remove PVP from the nanowire surface through 
the polymer’s dissociation above that temperature [125]. As a result, thermal annealing has 
become a popular treatment technique for AgNWs in both industry and research alike. 
The effect of the annealing temperature on electrode lifetimes, however, has not 
previously been studied. Perhaps the thermal treatment applied to remove PVP from the AgNW 
body allows for faster diffusion of H2S to the surface of the AgNW. This faster diffusion of H2S 
caused by a thinner PVP layer (or non-existent PVP layer) could result in an accelerated 
corrosion rate. Furthermore, corrosion rates are increased at higher temperatures according to 
Franey [104] which may also affect the lifetime of AgNWs under annealing conditions. Another 
possibility is that the PVP allows for easier formation of water monolayers on the surface of the 
AgNW since it is hydrophillic (due to the outwards orientation of the CH2 polymer chain of the 
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PVP), resulting in easier adsorption of H2S. Blue Nano 90 nm nanowire samples were annealed 
at various temperatures listed in Table 3-4 and aged for 60 days alongside a nanowire sample 
that was pressed at room temperature. SEM images were taken and sheet resistances were 
observed over the 60 day period to allow for quantification of any detrimental effects occurring 
to the nanowire network.  
Although a 30 minute anneal significantly reduces the initial sheet resistance, it 
accelerates the rate of degradation over the long term. Figure 3-1c, where 25 nm diameter 
AgNWs are annealed at different temperatures, reveals that the higher the annealing temperature 
used, the faster the electrode resistance increases over time. The sheet resistance of electrodes 
annealed at 180 °C for 30 mins increased 590% over the 60 day time period compared to 137% 
for samples annealed at 80 °C. The resistance of electrodes that were mechanically pressed at 
room temperature rather than annealed rose 97% (Table 3-3). 
Table 3-3: Change in sheet resistance after 60 days after annealing at elevated temperatures for 30 minutes 












Two samples of 90 nm diameter nanowires, one annealed at 150 °C for 30 mins and one 
pressed at room temperature after nanowire film deposition, were imaged every 2 weeks for 60 
days. Immediately after annealing, AgNWs processed at both temperatures visually looked 
similar under the SEM except for a waviness induced in the pressed nanowires due to the 
mechanical pressure. However, TEM imaging revealed that while the unannealed AgNWs had a 
1-3 nm thick layer of PVP on their surfaces, this layer did not exist in the annealed sample.  
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Figure 3-9 compares the morphology of unannealed and annealed samples after two weeks of 
exposure to ambient conditions. There are only the beginnings of corrosion particle formation 
(particles < 10 nm in diameter) in the unannealed nanowires, whereas the annealed nanowires 
had larger (40 - 50 nm in diameter) and more numerous Ag2S particles. This level of degradation 
observable in the annealed sample is parallel to the level of degradation observable in 
unannealed samples after 6 weeks of exposure to ambient. This trend continued, with the 
unannealed nanowires undergoing the same corrosion mechanisms as the annealed nanowires but 
at a much slower rate, explaining the slower rise in sheet resistance over time observed in Figure 
3-1c. 
 
Figure 3-9: SEM images of silver nanowires after 2 weeks of exposure to ambient conditions. Nanowires were 
(a) pressed at room temperature and (b) annealed at 150 °C for 30 mins after deposition.  Notice the lager 
corrosion particles on the surface of the annealed nanowires. 
 
It was expected that annealing would accelerate degradation during the 30 minutes 
process, since both nanowire corrosion and instability are worsened at elevated temperatures 
[104, 103]. However, it was somewhat surprising that the 30 minute anneal accelerated 
degradation over the entire 60 day period, as evidenced by the higher slopes of the curves in 
Figure 3-2c. This may be because of increased silver atom diffusion at higher temperatures, and 
defects formed would increase reactivity with sulfur after the annealing, in turn leading to faster 
formation of Ag2S. Small notches or bottlenecks in the nanowire, like in Figure 3-7c, may also 
be initiated during the annealing, and once these are formed further evolution into disconnections 
may be accelerated. 
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Another factor may be due to the reduction or removal of the PVP layer from the 
nanowire surface during anneals above ~150 °C (the exact temperature depends on the molecular 
weight of PVP used during nanowire synthesis) [125]. With less PVP, H2S gas may be able to 
reach and adsorb on the silver surface more easily, and thus more corrosion would occur. This 
hypothesis echoes that of Elechiguerra et al. who hypothesized that a thicker layer of PVP on 
AgNWs would improve overall stability [110]. This hypothesis may also explain why the rate of 
degradation (related to the slope of the curves in Figure 3-1c) is higher for annealing 
temperatures above 150 °C compared to annealing temperatures of 80 °C and 120 °C, as the 
latter two conditions would not be high enough to significantly reduce the PVP layer. 
Due to the lower rate of degradation, mechanically pressing a nanowire film at room 
temperature is an attractive alternative to annealing. At a transparency of 88% (wavelength = 550 
nm), nanowires pressed on PET substrates have a sheet resistance of 23 Ω/□. This is similar to 
annealed electrodes on glass, and far superior to annealed electrodes on PET. The latter is 
because PET cannot tolerate temperatures above 100 °C since it permanently deforms. Nanowire 
electrodes annealed on PET at 100 °C have an average sheet resistance of approximately 300 
Ω/□ at 87% transparency (wavelength = 550 nm).  This high resistance can severely limit the end 
application of the AgNW electrodes. Mechanical pressing may also be a more convenient 
method than annealing to process AgNW films as not only is it roll-to-roll compatible, but is also 
quick (< 1 min) versus the ~30 mins required for an annealing process.  
3.3.7. Effect of Plasma-Treated Substrates: 
 Plasma treatments increase the hydrophilicity of a substrate surface to aid in the adhesion 
of a subsequently deposited material without the need for chemical modification. They are 
commonly used for the preparation of AgNW electrodes to increase the adhesion of the 
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nanowires to glass or plastic substrates [69, 126, 96]. Corona plasma is a commonly used tool in 
the reel-to-reel processing industry because of its ease of use and non-destructive nature. Corona 
plasma is used to increase the hydrophilicity of a substrate surface (such as plastic or textile 
material) to aid in polymer adhesion to the specific substrate without any need of chemical 
modification [127]. Corona plasma is often used because it is an inexpensive and fast way to 
apply plasma treatments to plastic substrates without the need of a nitrogen blanket or inert 
atmosphere [127]. In the case of AgNWs, corona plasma was used in this work to promote 
adhesion to substrate without the need for any post-processing to reduce sheet resistance to 
below 50 Ω/□. It is suspected that corona plasma might soon be used with AgNWs to promote 
substrate adhesion to allow for high throughput fabrication of AgNW electrodes in the reel-to-
reel industry. 
 In order to test the effects that corona plasma has on the corrosion rate of AgNWs, 
substrates first needed to be treated with the arcing plasma. A corona wand was held slightly 
above the sample to allow for a plasma arc to form between the sample and the wand. The 
substrate was then exposed to the plasma arc for approximately 10 seconds to ensure a thorough 
treatment of the entire substrate. AgNW electrodes were then fabricated using the procedure 
outlined in Chapter 2 of this document. Sheet resistances were monitored over the 60 day period 
to track any increases or changes in the electrical properties of the transparent electrodes. 
 Figure 3-1d shows the effect of corona plasma on the stability of AgNW electrodes. It 
was observed that the use of corona plasma significantly increases the sheet resistance over a 
period of 60 days after exposure to ambient conditions (increase of over 4x an unprocessed 
electrode). This phenomenon is hypothesized to be because of the increase in hydrophilicity of 
the substrate. The increased hydrophilicity of the substrate caused by the corona treatment leads 
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to a higher buildup of surface water. Graedel reported on the increased rate of corrosion on silver 
in humid environments [31]. Surface water provides a medium for the absorption of corrosion-
causing gases as well the dissolution of silver ions and therefore increases corrosion rates [108]. 
It is well known that AgNWs degrade faster in humid environments [107, 104].   
 It can therefore be concluded that the use of corona plasma to increase the adhesion of 
AgNWs to the surface of a substrate can cause a significant increase in sheet resistance over a 
short period of time. The hydrophilic nature of the substrate caused by corona plasma treatment 
is considered to be the major factor involved in the higher corrosion rate, as the hydrophilic 
surface allows for increased adsorption of H2S by the AgNW electrode [107, 104]. It would be 
wise for transparent electrode designers to avoid surface treatments that cause the substrate to be 
more hydrophilic if they choose to use AgNWs as a transparent electrode material. Instead, the 
use of room-temperature pressing is once again recommended as an alternative treatment to both 
lower sheet resistance and increase adhesion of the NWs to the substrate [93, 128]. It is 
suspected that annealed samples that were subjected to corona plasma treatment would have 
significantly higher corrosion rates because of the effects of the hydrophilic substrate. More 
work will need to be conducted to investigate this theory, as the PVP layer on the room-
temperature fabricated electrodes could slow the degradation caused by the corona plasma 
treatment- as annealed samples without a PVP layer would be subjected to a faster adsorption of 
H2S because of this increased hydrophilicity.   
3.3.8. Corrosion Rates at Low Vacuum conditions  
Based on the results observed in the above sections, one can observe that AgNWs 
undergo degradation when exposed to ambient- resulting in the 3 observations made in Figure 3-
2. However, only one of the observations made above can be related to a classical tarnish caused 
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by Ag2S formation on the AgNW surface. The phenomenon of particle formation causing 
nanowire bisection is only a phenomenon observed in AgNWs with very small diameters (i.e. 
<40 nm), while the formation of large agglomerations appears to be a phenomenon only 
observed in dense AgNW networks. Determination of the causes of these two phenomena is 
important, as they may be morphological instabilities inherent of a nanowire structure (e.g. 
Rayleigh instability) [103], or be true corrosion artifacts only caused after exposure of the 
AgNW to H2S in ambient. If the phenomena witnessed are determined to be morphological 
instabilities, it may be the case that AgNWs under a certain diameter are inherently unstable.  
In order to address this issue, four AgNW electrodes were fabricated in the same manner 
using Novarials A20 20 nm nanowires and placed in a low vacuum environment (after purging 
with nitrogen 3 times) for 60 days, and compared directly to AgNW electrodes fabricated using 
the same nanowires on the same day- but stored in ambient conditions. Sheet resistances of both 
types of electrodes were monitored periodically to observe the changes over time (Figure 3-10, 
Figure 3-11, Figure 3-12). Furthermore, SEM images of the nanowires were taken after the 60 
days in vacuum to act as a visual inspection for nanowire instability (Figure 3-13). 
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The change in sheet resistance over the 60 day period is recorded in Figure 3-10 amongst 
4 samples in vacuum, with the percentage change available in Figure 3-11. Based on these two 
plots, it is evident that there is some sheet resistance increase in the samples stored in vacuum 
(minimum increase is 9%, maximum increase is 74%- Sample 2 was omitted because of a 
negative increase in sheet resistance attributed to variability in measurement from the digital 
multimeter). After accounting for the consistency of contact between the digital multimeter and 
sample, one can see that there is a slight increase in sheet resistance over time. However when 
compared to the samples left in ambient conditions, one can see that the sheet resistance 
increases in vacuum are negligible compared to the sheet resistance increases of electrodes left in 
ambient (Figure 3-12). The sheet resistance of the ambient-stored electrodes increased by 174% 
in a period of 60 days, while the sheet resistance of the electrodes stored in vacuum only reached 
a maximum increase of 74%. Clearly the presence of H2S is a much more significant factor to 
take into consideration than the increases attributed to the nanowires sitting in vacuum.  
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Figure 3-12: Comparison between the average sheet resistance increases of AgNW electrodes stored in 
ambient conditions vs electrodes stored in a low vacuum environment 
 
 
Figure 3-13: (a) SEM images of Novarials A20 AgNWs left for 60 days (a) in ambient, exhibiting corrosion 
effects. (b) SEM images of AgNWs left in vacuum for 60 days showing very little corrosion effects in a dense 
network 
 
 Based on the data observed in Figures 3-10 and 3-11, it is clearly evident that the content 
of the atmosphere plays a significant role in the instability of AgNWs. Because the low vacuum 
condition still contains trace amount of atmospheric air, it can be hypothesized that it does 
contain some amount of H2S. However, this concentration of H2S in low vacuum is negligible 
when compared to the concentration of H2S in an atmospheric condition. However, the 
increasing sheet resistance in Figure 3-11 and Figure 3-12 state that there must be some 
discontinuity in the nanowire network- otherwise the sheet resistance would not increase. It is 
postulated that the instabilities observed in small diameter nanowires as stated above are still 





























presence of negligible H2S can still be attributed to instabilities in the nanowire, but degradation 
due to instability occurs at a much faster rate when the AgNWs are undergoing corrosion in an 
atmospheric condition. The major conclusion that can be made from this study is that the 
atmosphere clearly plays a role in the instability of AgNWs. AgNW instability is much more 
common in an atmospheric condition- meaning that corrosion accelerates the formation of 
instabilities in small diameter AgNWs. It is hypothesized that the corrosion occurring on the 
small diameter AgNWs causes the nanowire body to become thinner (as Ag diffuses and Ag2S 
forms along the nanowire body)- giving the AgNWs a much higher instability due to the 
increased surface to volume ratio. This increased SA/V ratio of corroded AgNWs makes them 
much less stable than original diameter AgNWs- which eventually leads to a faster increase in 
sheet resistance over a given time period. 
3.4. Conclusions 
Our results show that common variations in the composition and processing of silver 
nanowire electrodes, namely nanowire diameter, nanowire density, annealing temperature, and 
substrate plasma treatment, significantly increase the rate of electrode degradation. This explains 
some of the large variation of sheet resistance increases from one report to the next. Regarding 
the nanowire electrodes mentioned in section 1.4.3, Mayousse’s electrodes, which were the ones 
with long lifetimes, were annealed at a low temperature of 80 °C compared to 140 °C for both 
Moon and Vaagensmith [67, 69, 74]. Jiu instead used high intensity pulsed light to sinter the 
AgNW networks which causes silver to eject electrons via the photoelectric effect, resulting in a 
faster rate of corrosion due to the formation of Ag
+
 ions [65, 129]. The Mayousse electrodes 
were also quite dense. Through image processing of images provided in their papers, the 
Mayousse nanowire density was 27 mg/m
2
 compared to 5 and 17 mg/m
2
, respectively, used by 
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Vaagensmith and Jiu. All five previous studies mentioned in the introduction used different 
nanowire diameters. And lastly, Moon and Vaagensmith used a plasma treatment whereas the 
other researchers did not. These factors are all in addition to environmental differences between 
the various studies which are known to have significant effects on corrosion rates; Vaagensmith, 
Jiu and Mayousse stored their nanowires in ambient laboratory air while the samples of 
Elechiguerra and Moon were exposed to elevated humidity and temperature conditions.  
In addition to explaining varying degradation rates, this study also gives guidance on how 
to design electrodes with longer lifetimes. According to our results, electrodes consisting of 
dense networks of larger diameter nanowires that are processed at room temperature and are not 
exposed to corona plasma should fare better than other electrodes. Regarding the latter two 
variables, mechanical pressing is an alternative option to both annealing and corona plasma 
treatment, since pressing both welds nanowire junctions as well as increases nanowire adhesion 
to plastic substrates [93, 128]. Regarding dense and thick nanowires, this may not always be 
possible due to design considerations. Denser nanowire films result in lower transparencies, and 
larger diameter nanowires lead to more haze which is undesirable for certain applications such as 
display technologies. If nanowire diameters less than 40 nm are used, our study suggests that in 
addition to passivation layers which block corrosion-causing gases, strategies to increase their 
morphological stability may be helpful. 
Regardless of the electrode composition and processing conditions, our results show that 
some degradation will still occur and an effective passivation strategy will still be necessary. For 
many applications, the passivation layer needs to be both transparent and conductive, block gas, 
be mechanically flexible, and cost effective. Although many passivation materials have been 
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studied, more work needs to be done before AgNW electrodes can be used as a viable ITO 

























As discussed earlier in Chapter 3 that although the silver nanowire diameter, density and 
processing procedures of the AgNWs in electrodes can be optimized to reduce degradation, we 
still can observe the corrosion effect, and additional passivation required before they can be used 
in commercial devices. Many passivation materials are currently suggested in the literature. 
Attempts such as Ag/Ni core-shell nanowires [75], bioactive polymers [130], zinc oxide [131, 
132, 133], titanium oxide [134], graphene oxide [79] and even photoresist [135] have been 
extensively studied as possible passivation materials for AgNW electrodes. However, the 
suggested passivation materials still need more improvement due to several reasons as follows: 
Firstly, each one of these passivation materials still allows for some increase of sheet resistance 
over an extended period of time. Secondly, all the passivation layers negatively affect both the 
sheet resistance and transparency of the AgNW network. Thirdly, many of the passivation layers 
are not deposited in solution nor are mechanically flexible, negating some of the advantages of 
AgNW electrodes. 
A passivation layer should be optimized depending on the required application of the 
silver nanowire electrode. For example, many optoelectronic devices including OLEDs and 
organic solar cells, the current needs to flow to or from the AgNW electrode into the active 
layers of the device. Therefore, the passivation layer needs to be electrically conductive itself, or 
extremely thin such that electrons can tunnel across it. Passivation layers such as bioactive 
polymers and photoresist, regardless of their effectiveness in slowing corrosion, are unlikely to 
be used as passivation materials in such devices because of their non-conductive character.  
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For conventional bulk or thin-films of metals that corrode, there exist electrically 
conductive coatings that act as a barrier to corrosion [136, 137]. It has been observed that 
polyaniline (PANI) coatings can remain corrosion inhibitive even when the coating has been 
scratched through to the underlying metal [138, 139, 140]. Research shows that the PANI 
chemically interacts with the metal it is being deposited on, and acts similarly to a sacrificial 
anode. A sacrificial anode is a highly active metal that is used to prevent a less active material 
surface from corroding. Sacrificial anodes are created from a metal alloy with a high negative 
electrochemical potential, which will be consumed in place of the metal, it is protecting. As an 
example, a thin layer of zinc on a steel surface acts as a corrosion preventative mechanism, as the 
zinc coating acts as a sacrificial anode when the underlying steel is exposed [141]. Because of 
this revelation, and its ease of deposition, PANI is widely used today as an anti-corrosion 
material on many surfaces prone to corrosion [142]. 
Oligomers have been reported to possess corrosion-inhibiting properties that are superior 
to PANI itself [142]. Furthermore, because oligomers have much lower chain lengths than 
polymers, a smaller volume is needed to protect the surface, meaning that it wouldn’t decrease 
transparency as much as a high molecular weight polymer.  It has been observed that phenyl 
capped aniline tetramer (PCAT) and other oligomer forms of polyaniline have excellent anti-
corrosion properties when deposited on steel and iron samples, as the C=N functional grouping 
on the oligomer readily adsorbs onto iron oxides, preventing further oxidation via its resonant 




Figure 4-1: Molecular structure of PCAT [143]. 
 
Because PCAT is very effective on the surface of iron as a corrosion passivating material, 
and because it is a transparent and conducive material on its own, it was recommended that the 
same material be used on AgNW electrodes as a potential corrosion passivation layer. 
Furthermore, PCAT is cost effective material that has the potential to be solution deposited, and 
is mechanically flexible. Lastly, it has the potential to be deposited on the surface of the 
nanowires before they are deposited as film. This would allow for no passivation material being 
needed on the substrate between the nanowires, which would interfere with their transparency 
even less. If PCAT could be verified as an acceptable passivation material such that minimal 
increase in sheet resistance occurs and the transparency and conductivity of the AgNW electrode 
is not significantly altered, it could represent a potential major breakthrough to the incorporation 
of AgNWs as transparent electrodes in materials such as OLEDs, LEDs, and solar cells.  
4.2. Experimental Details 
PCAT was obtained from Professor Peter Kruse’s group at McMaster University in 
Hamilton, Ontario. The Kruse group synthesized the PCAT in lab to have a MW of 422.22 
g/mol. First, the Solubility of PCAT in an organic solvent is determined in order to allow for 
solution processing methods of this thin aniline tetramer layer. Because the nanowires were 
dispersed in ethanol, and to avoid any density mismatches or solvent incompatibilities, PCAT 
was dispersed in ethanol. If PCAT polymer were not soluble in any common organic solvents, 
the following procedures would not have been feasible, resulting in the application of PCAT 
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onto the silver nanowire electrode surface using physical deposition techniques such as thermal 
evaporation. 
5.0 g of ethanol is mixed with 20 mg of PCAT in a 20 mL sample vial, which is then 
capped and stirred via a stir-plate for 1 hour to completely dissolve the tetramer. After PCAT 
was fully dissolved (via visual inspection), an additional 10 mg was added and left to stir in the 
5.0 g of ethanol for approximately 1 hour. This procedure was repeated until a total of 50 mg of 
PCAT was added to the solution of ethanol as at this point, there appeared to be small 
precipitates of PCAT in the bottom of the sample vial. The vial was then left to stir for 3 
additional hours to allow for dissolution time, after which no PCAT solid was visible in the 
sample vial. The final concentration of the solution was calculated to be 7.8 mg/mL of PCAT in 
ethanol. This was the stock solution used for the remainder of the investigation.  
All silver nanowire electrodes were prepared via the Mayer rod coating method. 5 x 4 cm 
glass and polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrates were cleaned using acetone, isopropanol, 
and water in a sonicating bath and blown dry with a nitrogen gun to remove dust and any surface 
contaminants. 40 µL of 4 mg/mL AgNWs in ethanol (Novarials A20, average diameter and 
length of 20 nm and 20 µm, respectively) was pipetted onto a glass or PET substrate. A clean 
RDS 10 Mayer rod was then rolled across the surface to evenly deposit a thin layer of silver 
nanowires on the substrate. The substrate was then left to dry for 2 minutes, and then the 
deposition was repeated, with the Mayer rod being rolled in the opposite direction across the 
substrate. Nanowires deposited on PET were then mechanically pressed at room temperature 
using a rolling system (MSK-HRP-01, MTI Corporation, Richmond, USA), twice with a roller 
spacing of 70 µm and then twice more with a spacing of 60 µm. Nanowires deposited on glass 
were annealed at 150°C for 30 minutes to fuse the nanowire junctions and aid in removal of any 
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organic layers on the nanowire surface. Silver paste was then applied across the top and bottom 
of the electrode to complete a circuit.  
For a proper comparison, a different set of experiments is designed including the use of 
thick-vs-thin layers of PCAT, temperature treated-vs-pressed, and pre-coating of silver 
nanowires with PCAT before film deposition vs after, a variety of samples were fabricated 
(Table 4-1). Based on the procedure for depositing nanowires listed previously, the following 
samples were prepared for testing: 
Table 4-1: Summary of experimental conditions when fabricating electrodes with PCAT encapsulation layers 
Sample Experimental Condition 
1. Glass Control 
(Annealed at 
150C, 30 min) 
Novarials A20 AgNWs were Mayer rod coated on a glass substrate. The substrate was then annealed at 
150°C for 30 minutes. No PCAT was deposited onto this sample. 
2. PET Control 
(AgNWs 
pressed on PET) 
Novarials A20 AgNWs were Mayer rod coated on a PET substrate and subjected to mechanical 





Novarials A20 AgNWs were Mayer rod coated on a glass substrate. The substrate was then annealed at 
150°C for 30 minutes. A ~100 µm thick layer of PCAT was drop-cast onto the AgNW coated glass 
substrate. The entire device assembly was then annealed at 50°C for 30 minutes. 
4. Glass 
Substrate- RDS 
10 PCAT layer 
thickness 
Novarials A20 AgNWs were Mayer rod coated on a glass substrate. The substrate was then annealed at 
150°C for 30 minutes. A 10 µm thick layer of PCAT was Mayer rod coated onto the AgNWs. The 





Novarials A20 AgNWs were Mayer rod coated on a PET substrate and subjected to mechanical 
pressing. The substrate was then left to dry for 30 minutes. A ~100 µm thick layer of PCAT was drop-
cast onto the AgNW covered PET substrate. The entire device assembly was then annealed at 50°C for 
30 minutes to evaporate any solvent. 
6. PET 
Substrate- RDS 
10 PCAT layer 
thickness 
Novarials A20 AgNWs were Mayer rod coated on a PET substrate and subjected to mechanical 
pressing. The substrate was then left to dry for 30 minutes. A ~100 µm thick layer of PCAT was drop-
cast onto the AgNW covered PET substrate. A 10 µm thick layer of PCAT was Mayer rod coated onto 




1 mL of Novarials A20 AgNW solution (4 mg/mL solution concentration) and 1 mL of PCAT 
dissolved in ethanol (4.8 mg/mL) were combined and mechanically stirred for 3 hours at ambient 
temperature. The mixed solution was then Mayer rod coated on a PET substrate and mechanically 




All nanowire electrodes were left in a 40% relative humidity environment at 22.5 °C (+/- 2% 
variance on both temperature and humidity) for a 28 day period, with sheet resistance of the 
electrodes being measured every week using a multimeter. Transparency at 550 nm was also 
monitored using a handheld SRW 2000 Window Tint Meter to observe if there was any 
degradation occurring in the PCAT layer during the test period. Furthermore, to test the viability 
of PANI as a transparent electrode passivation layer for AgNWs, it was electrodeposited using a 
weak HCl solution onto glass AgNW electrodes. However, after electrodeposition the electrodes 
were non-conductive. It is hypothesized that the HCl used to allow for polymerization lead to the 
formation of AgCl, which in turn caused discontinuities in the AgNW network- as AgCl is not 
electrically conductive. Therefore, characterization of these samples was not pursued further.  
4.3. Results and Discussion 
Table 4-1 and Figures 4-2, 4-3, and 4-4 state the results observed during the PCAT study.  
It was observed that the use of PCAT as a passivation material had a negligible effect on the 
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Figure 4-2: The effect of PCAT on Nanowire stability after AgNW networks were exposed to ambient 
conditions for a period of 28 days. It should be noted that the control samples of glass and PET did not 
corrode as quickly as any sample coated with PCAT. 
 
Figure 4-3: This graph shows the effects of PCAT on AgNW transparent electrodes. It is the same 
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Figure 4-4:  Starting and final resistances of the electrode samples after the completion of the study. As the 
graph displays, the final sheet resistances of the PCAT coated electrodes were much higher than the control 
study, indicating its ineffectiveness as a passivation layer. 
 
Based on the recorded results during the study, one can see that the addition of PCAT did 
not prevent nanowire degradation. On glass substrates, it even seemed to increase the rate of 
degradation. Although the C=N functional group on the PCAT structure was readily adsorbed by 
iron oxide films, it is hypothesized that the PCAT layer did not undergo any physical adsorption 
due to the presence of polyvinylpyrollidone (PVP) on the silver nanowire surface. The PVP on 
the AgNW body could prevent the C=N functional group from contacting the Ag on the surface 
of the nanowire. To test this hypothesis, a future experiment could be performed to remove the 
Effect of PCAT on Nanowire Stability 
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PVP from the AgNW surface before the PCAT is deposited. PVP can be removed from the 
surfaces of AgNWs by annealing at 200°C for 30 minutes [92], and then depositing PCAT onto 
the surface of the AgNWs.  Another inefficiency of PCAT as a passivation layer is that PCAT 
might not readily absorb onto the surfaces of AgNWs is due to a lack of significant oxygen 
atoms on the surface of Ag since, as was discussed in Chapter 3, AgNWs do not form a native 
oxide.  For a Fe surface, we know that it is the oxygen atoms that PCAT reacts strongly with 
[143]. 
Even more, the poor performance of PCAT as a passivation layer may be explained as 
follows: It has been previously observed that the use of transparent organic coatings as corrosion 
inhibition layers on silver electronics (not necessarily silver nanowires) can trap moisture 
between the organic layer and nanowire surface [144, 145, 146]. An increase in humidity will 
increase the rate of degradation because the presence of surface water is likely to increase the 
amount of hydrogen sulfide absorbing onto the surface of the nanowire, causing instability, silver 
sulfide growths, and defects along the conducting network [68].  
It should also be noted that there is a physical limit when mixing PCAT and AgNW 
solutions together before film deposition. In addition to successfully mixing PCAT with 
Novarials A20 20 nm diameter AgNWs, attempts at mixing Novarials A70 70nm diameter 
AgNWs with PCAT solution were made. However, the PCAT and AgNWs coalesced in solution 
and precipitated. This did not allow for an even deposition of AgNWs on the substrate and 
resulted in open circuit electrodes from the first set of measurements. This difficulty in mixing 
larger diameter AgNWs with PCAT was also shared with a labmate Alexandra Madeira, as the 
labmate attempted mixing 70 nm AgNWs with another small molecule (11-Mercaptoundecanoic 
acid) and had a similar agglomeration effect.   Perhaps the larger diameter AgNWs have 
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difficulties with adsorption of small molecules because of their PVP coating, or the negligible 
charge of the AgNW. However, it is hypothesized that the absorption of small molecules onto 
smaller AgNWs has a much more prominent result because of their high surface-area to volume 
ratio. A higher surface area-to-volume ratio in small diameter AgNWs allows for a much higher 
surface energy leading to a higher adsorption rate than a nanowire with a larger (i.e. 70 nm) 
diameter. This mechanism perhaps states that there is a size limitation on AgNWs if they are to 
be mixed with PCAT for future testing.  Future experiments using small molecules could perhaps 
occur if the AgNWs were under current. Perhaps the current flowing through the AgNWs would 
allow for an easier binding of small molecules to the body of the nanowire.  
4.4. Other Attempts Passivation Layer Optimization 
A UV curable polymer based on pentaerythritol triacrylate and a bis-acylphosphine oxide 
(BAPO) photoinitiator was tested as a potential passivation layer. This experiment involved a 
AgNW based electrode using Novarials A20 nanowires that were pressed into a PET substrate as 
outlined in chapter 2The UV curable formation was then mixed and dispersed in ethanol at a 30 
wt% concentration to allow for ease of deposition. The UV curable polymer was then Mayer-rod 
coated across the AgNW electrode and allowed to cure in a mercury arc lamp for 3 seconds 
before being removed and tested for completeness of the polymerization. Sheet resistances were 
observed for the same 30 day period as the PCAT samples to check for deviations in the 
corrosion rate of the AgNWs. It was discovered that the UV cured samples did not degrade as 
quickly as the PCAT or control samples, but still had sheet resistance increases of approximately 
4X over the same period. This means that the although the this UV curable formulation could be 
optimized to extend the lifetime of the AgNW electrodes used, it likely cannot offer a full 
solution to the ongoing issue of AgNW corrosion due to the trapping of moisture next to the 
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AgNWs [146]. Furthermore, the non-conductive nature of the UV curable formulation proposed 
limits the possible applications of this style of AgNW transparent electrode. 
4.5. Conclusions 
A set of experiments attempted to test a possible passivation layer in the form of a 
phenyl-capped aniline tetramer commonly referred to as PCAT. It can be concluded that PCAT 
is an unsuitable passivation material because it did not prevent the increase in sheet resistance of 
the AgNW networks it was deposited onto, regardless of the deposition or mixing method. The 
sheet resistance of AgNW electrodes coated with PCAT increased more than 2000% when left in 
atmosphere for 28 days. Based on the results observed, further investigation is required to 
develop a suitable passivation method for AgNWs electrodes. 
Future work could also be conducted related to encapsulation of AgNWs with inorganic 
and hydrophobic materials. Materials such as SiOx would be effective as passivation layers 
because of their hydrophobic and encapsulating properties. Hydrophobic materials such as 
treated polydimethylsiloxane would also be effective passivation layers to prevent the trapping of 
water monolayers against the AgNWs. As long as the inorganic or hydrophilic materials are 
compatible with potential device architectures (i.e. remain conductive after deposition), they 




Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future Work 
 
5.1. Summary and Contributions 
This thesis studies the problematic behaviour of silver nanowire degradation in 
transparent electrodes. This topic has been addressed before in a few studies [147] [68] [79] [74] 
[148], However, our present work succeeded to offer novel contributions as follows: While 
previous studies performed in this area only investigate the effect of environmental factors such 
as light and humidity on nanowire electrode resistance over time, this work focuses on the 
detailed examination of nanowire film composition and the processing parameters involved in 
the electrode fabrication process.  While many parameters tested had no significant effect on 
nanowire degradation, nanowire diameter, density, the annealing temperature used and substrate 
plasma treatment had a major effect on the silver nanowire electrode lifetime. Secondly, other 
studies attribute silver nanowire degradation to corrosion Induced by silver nanoparticles on the 
nanowire surface. Similar observations were found with larger diameter nanowires (> 40 nm), 
however for smaller nanowire diameters (<40 nm) we proposed a new mechanism of silver 
nanowire degradation. Corrosion was not the main artifact observed in these samples, but 
evidence instead suggests it was the transition of the nanostructures by diffusing silver, leading 
to discontinuities in the nanowire network- causing the electrode sheet resistance to increase. 
Knowing that morphological instability can play a role in electrode breakdown may allow 
engineers to better design a passivation solution for thin nanowire networks as corrosion is not 
the only concern. Lastly, phenyl capped aniline tetramer (PCAT) was investigated in chapter 4 
for the first time as a passivation material for silver nanowires. It was found that PCAT is not 
effective as a passivation material, concluding that future work is needed in regards to discovery 
of an effective passivation layer for AgNW electrodes. Overall, the work conducted in this thesis 
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provides useful information to guide future researchers towards solutions to mitigate corrosion in 
silver nanowire electrodes, and suggests solutions for their lifetime. 
5.2. Recommendations to Extend the Lifetime of Silver Nanowire Electrodes 
As learned from the work conducted in this thesis, a list of recommendations can be 
suggested for increasing the silver nanowire based transparent electrode lifetime  
  Silver nanowires of larger diameters (i.e. > 40 nm)are strongly recommended in order to 
to reduce the possibility of morphological instabilities causing discontinuities in the 
nanowire network. 
 Highly dense silver nanowire networks offer continuous conductive pathways for current 
to flow. The sheet resistance of a dense nanowire network will increase much more 
slowly than a sparse nanowire network.  
 Room temperature post treatment methods such as using a rolling press are highly 
preferable compared to thermal treatment methods in order to achieve silver nanowire 
networks with low sheet resistances [93].  
 Plasma post treatment is not recommended for increasing the substrate adhesion 
properties due to the increased hydrophilicity of the substrate- allowing for faster 
formation of Ag2S. Instead, room temperature pressing and/or chemical treatments of the 
surface are strongly suggested due to no effects being imparted onto the hydrophobic or 





5.3. Future Work 
The main challenging problem found so far is to develop an effective passivation layer 
for silver nanowire electrodes. The passivation layer should acquire some important features 
including:  
 It must successfully prevent sulfidization on the surface of the silver nanowire 
electrodes. Formation of Ag2S on the surface of the silver nanowires can cause increases 
in sheet resistance, breaks in the silver nanowire electrode, and discolouration (i.e. 
yellowing) of the electrode body.  
 For applications including solar cells and OLEDs, the passivation layer itself should be 
optimized wisely to maintain the conductivity so current can pass between the electrode 
and the active layers.  
 It should not affect the transparent characteristics of the silver nanowire electrodes. In 
order for successful device integration, the passivation layer deposited onto the silver 
nanowire electrodes must have a transparency equal to that of ITO, and in the case of 
display technologies, have a haze of <2%. 
 The optimum passivation layer should be scalable under the current manufacturing 
environment (film manufacturer). Therefore, it should ideally not be applied to the silver 
nanowires via physical deposition methods (vapour deposition, CVD, sputtering, etc.). 
Instead methods of solution processing such as spin-coating and Mayer rod deposition, 
which allows for scalability on reel to reel manufacturing. Furthermore, the passivation 
layer must be cost effective for the sake of adoption in industry. 
 Recently, different passivation techniques were suggested to improve AgNW electrode 
passivation solutions. One aspect of passivation layers that have not yet been studied is the effect 
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of passivation layer deposition temperatures. Passivation materials such as Ni and Al have been 
deposited using sputtering or thermal evaporation which are done at temperatures higher than (or 
around) 800°C [75].  We know from the results of this thesis that AgNW films exposed to 
elevated temperatures even for a short time can affect long-term degradation rates. Thus, future 
work should study whether higher passivation material deposition temperatures negatively affect 
AgNW electrode resistance over time, and whether lower deposition temperatures can be used to 
make passivation materials more effective. 
Another aspect regarding passivation layers that arises from this work is that the 
passivation layer should not only protect the AgNWs from corrosion, but it also must prevent 
morphological instabilities of the AgNWs. This study revealed that morphological instabilities of 
AgNWs are a mechanism of degradation that causes nanowire networks to become 
discontinuous. Thus the passivation of both corrosion and AgNW instabilities must be addressed 
with future study. A different approach to mitigate the instability problem is to develop a method 
to synthesize AgNWs with lower energy facets, such as {111} compared to the higher energy 
{100,such lower surface energy AgNWs would be less energetically driven to reorganize and 
thus be more stable. 
Another future study would involve synthesizing silver nanowires using a polyol process 
to make them corrosion resistant and thus not needing an additional passivation layer. For 
conventional bulk and thin-films of silver, typically a chromium-silver, gold-silver, or palladium-
silver alloy is employed in industry as a method of eliminating the rate of corrosion of silver 
plating [151, 152, 153]. If there is a way to incorporate an alloyed nanowire using gold-silver, 
chromium-silver, or palladium-silver, perhaps the corrosion problem of AgNWs in ambient 
environments would be eliminated in its entirety. This idea would only work if the conductivity 
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of the final material would not be significantly affected, and the electrodes formed from these 
nanowires would still maintain the same transparency as current silver nanowire networks.  
The future studies of a passivation layer and an alloyed nanowire structure are believed to 
be the next logical steps for completely eliminating the corrosion issue in nanowire structures 
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